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Abstract
A growing research effort in organic electronics has been developped rapidly to utilize
the electronic and optical properties of organic materials (polymers and oligomers) and
hybrids (organic-inorganic composites) through novel material synthesis, thin film de-
position techniques and many mores [1–9]. Several applications, e.g. organic thin film
transistors (OTFTs) and organic light emitting devices (OLEDs), have been envisioned in
both academic research and industry. An understanding of thin film growth is crucial to
tailor surface morphologies and organic film properties suitable for specific applications.
In OTFTs, the highest possible electron mobilities are desired. Typically, the conductivity
in crystalline organic materials is anisotropic and strongly depends upon the electronic
coupling between the neighboring molecules in the different crystallographic directions.
Therefore, highly textured crystalline organic thin films are required for electronic ap-
plications. In OLEDs, the absence of long-range order in amorphous films can result in
smooth surfaces and efficient radiative recombination, which allows for the realization
of high performance organic optoelectronic devices [1, 10]. Amorphous organic thin film
hence are preferable in this case.
In this dissertation, the growth, morphology and structure of organic thin films both of
crystalline and amorphous films has been investigated. For the crystalline organic thin
film growth in the case of perylene, we focus on two different topics, i.e. temperature
dependence of dislocation formation in perylene films and the temperature dependence
of perylene thin film growth on gold substrate. The temperature dependence of dislo-
cation formation in perylene films has been studied to obtain a better understanding
of dislocation-assisted growth in perylene films upon changing substrate temperatures.
The surface morphology and structural properties have been studied by atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM) and X-ray diffractometry (XRD). Subsequently, for the study of the
temperature dependence of perylene thin film growth on gold substrates, molecular vi-
brations in the perylene films are studied and related to structural properties, including
surface morphology, as investigated by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR),
XRD and AFM, respectively.
In a subsequent chapter for the amorphous organic thin film growth in the case of α-
NPD, two different deposition techniques, Organic Vapor Phase Deposition (OVPD) and
Vacuum Thermal Evaporation (VTE), were chosen. A study of the influence of deposi-
tion parameters, on film properties has been performed. Subsequently, AFM and X-ray
reflectometry (XRR) have been employed to investigate film morphology and structural
properties.
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Kurzfassung
Innerhalb der organischen Elektronik stieg der Forschungsaufwand mit dem Ziel der
Erschließung der elektronischen und optischen Eigenschaften von organischen Materialien
(Polymere und Oligomere), hybriden Materialien (neue organisch-anorganische Komposit
-Materialien durch Synthese), dem Du¨nnschicht-Aufdampfverfahren und vielen anderen
[1–9]. Zahlreiche Anwendungen wie Beispielsweise organische Du¨nnschichttransistoren
(OTFTs) und organische Leuchtdioden (OLEDs) haben sich in akademischer und indus-
trieller Forschung vergegenwa¨rtigt. Ein Versta¨ndnis fu¨r das Wachstum von Du¨nnschichten
ist entscheidend fu¨r die Erzeugung von Oberfla¨chenmorphologien und von organischen
Schichten die Eigenschaften besitzen, die auf spezifische Anwendungen angepasst sind.
In OTFTs wird die gro¨ßtmo¨gliche Mobilita¨t von Elektronen erwu¨nscht. Typischerweise
ist die Leitfa¨higkeit kristalliner organischer Materialien anisotrop und ha¨ngt stark von
der elektronischen Kupplung mit den benachbarten Moleku¨hlen in den verschiedenen
kristallographischen Richtungen ab. Aus diesem Grund sind hoch geordnete kristalline
organische Du¨nnschichten fu¨r elektronische Anwendungen erforderlich. Bei OLEDs kann
die Abwesenheit von weitra¨umigen Anordnungen der amorphen Schichten in einer glat-
ten Oberfla¨che und einer effizienten Strahlungsrekombination resultieren. Diese erlaubt
die Verwirklichung von organisch-optoelektronischen Hoch-Performance-Bauteilen [1,10].
Daher sind amorphe organische Du¨nnschichten in diesem Falle zu bevorzugen.
In dieser Dissertation wurden Wachstum, Morphologie und Struktur von sowohl
kristallinen als auch amorphen organischen du¨nnschichtigen Oberfla¨chen untersucht.
Fu¨r das Wachstum kristalliner organischer Oberfla¨chen im Fall von Perylen betra-
chten wir zwei verschiedene Themen: die Temperaturabha¨ngigkeit von Dislokationen
in Perylen-Schichten und die Temperaturabha¨ngigkeit des Wachstums du¨nnschichtiger
Perylen-Schichten auf Goldsubstrat. Die Temperaturabha¨ngigkeit von Dislokatio-
nen in Perylen-Schichten wurde untersucht, um ein besseres Versta¨ndnis von Spiral-
Wachstumsmechanismen in Perylen-Schichten bei variierenden Substrattemperaturen zu
erhalten. Oberfla¨chenmorphologie und Struktureigenschaften wurden mit Hilfe von
Rasterkraftmikroskopie (AFM) und Ro¨ntgenbeugung (XRD) untersucht. Anschießend
wurden fu¨r die Studie der Temperaturabha¨ngigkeit des Wachstums du¨nner Perylen-
Schichten auf Goldsubstraten die molekularen Schwingungen von Perylen-Schichten un-
tersucht und mit den strukturellen Eigenschafen in Bezug gebracht. Dies schließt auch
Oberfla¨chenmorphologie mit ein, untersucht durch FT-IR (Fourier-Transform-Infrarot-
Spektroskopie), XRD und AFM.
III
IV
In dem folgenden Kapitel u¨ber das Wachstum amorpher organischer Du¨nnschichten im
Fall von α-NPD wurden zwei verschiedene Depostitionstechniken ausgewa¨hlt. Es han-
delt sich um Vakuumthermische Verdampfung (VTE) und organische Gasphaseabschei-
dung (OVPD). Eine Untersuchung u¨ber den Einfluss der Abscheidungsparameter auf die
Schichteigenschaften wurde durchgefu¨hrt. Anschießend wurde mit Hilfe von AFM und
der Ro¨ntegenreflektrometrie (XRR) Oberfla¨chenmorphologie und Struktureigenschaften
untersucht.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Historical perspectives
Thin film technology is simultaneously one of the oldest arts and one of the newest sciences
as well. Involvement with thin films dates to the metal ages of antiquity. Consider the
ancient craft of gold beating, which has been practiced continuously for at least four
millenia. Gold’s great malleability enables it to be hammered into leafs of extraordinary
thinness while its beauty and resistance to chemical degradation have earmarked its use
for durable ornamentation and protection purposes. The Egyptians appear to have been
the earliest practitioners of the art of gold beating and gilding. Nowadays, gold leaf can
be machine-beaten to 0.1 micron and to 0.05 micron when beaten by a skilled craftsman.
Leaf samples from Luxor dating to the Eighteenth Dynasty (1567-1320 B.C.) measured
0.3 micron in thickness [11].
A metal deposition by a glow-discharge sputtering was the first gateway to the thin film
era, presented by W.R. Grove in 1852 [12]. Subsequently, Faraday investigated a metal
wire explosion in an inert atmosphere [13]. To obtain clean films with reproducible prop-
erties, many new vacuum technology improvements were introduced, i.e. physical vapor
deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Figure 1.1 shows the evolution
of materials processing, in which the timeline illustrates how little time has been spent
developing vapor phase processing compared to solid or liquid phase material synthesis.
At the very beginning of materials processing era (Neolithic Age), only matters in solid
state were develpoped, e.g. farm implements for agriculture, stone chipping and flaking
for blades, burins and flint tools. Subsequently, the era of solid/liquid material process-
ing started and had been developed continuously until the industrial revolution. In this
period of time, many ancient material processings, i.e. pottery forming, lost-wax casting,
surface carburizing, etc., have been still processed in industrials until present. After the
industrial revolution, the era of vapor phase processing has been developed for modern
applications these days, such as transistors, integrated circuit, thin film processings [14].
5
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of materials processing [14].
1.2 Organic electronics: The next paradigm after the
end of Moore’s law ?
Moore’s law is reported a prediction of a doubling of transistor density every 18 months.
This is proven in the past four decades of electronics industry. Later on, the revised
Moore’s law is stated to an annual doubling of the transistor density from every 18 months
to 24 months. Figure 1.2 shows an exponential curve of Moore’s law. It is illustrated
the extension of the viewgraph back for more than 100 years (before the invention of a
semiconductor) [15].
However, Moore’s law will be valid and reached to the limitation in 2017 due to the
physical limits of the traditional semiconductor chip in the silicon technology. A new
alternative way of semiconductors such as organic molecular electronics, which does not
follow Moore’s progress, becomes the next generation of semiconductor technology with
a variety of new approach expanding more promising applications and opportunities not
solvable by silicon technology and a Moore’s law approach before, e.g. a large active area
display, lighting (WOLED), flexible devices (e-paper, polymer-solar cell), etc. Hence, or-
ganic molecular electronics is considered to be the next paradigm for Moore’s Law. The
miniaturization of organic molecular devices can be extended further compared with Si-
based transistors. This leads to lower the density and speed advantages of the integrated
circuit phase of Moore’s law. Since it is organic materials, therefore, the energy consump-
tion in the manufacturing is less due to the low melting (or sublimation) temperature.
Organic molecular devices can be fabricated simply by e.g. spin coating or molecular self-
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Figure 1.2: Moore’s law [15].
assembly of organic compounds. Moreover, a flexible substrate, i.e. plastic substrates, is
possible to use instead of expensive silicon ingots.
1.3 Applications of organic electronics
Organic thin film application was evidenced back to 1600 B.C. during the Shang dynasty
in China (1766-1045 B.C.). Resin of varnish tree (C21H32O2) was used as thin film coating
material for handcraft lacquerware in the royal palace [16]. Nowadays, organic thin film
is not only used for arts but also used for wide ranges of electronic applications such as
organic thin film based-transistors (OTFTs) and organic light emitting devices (OLEDs).
In particular the tailoring of the structure of the organic material is of paramount impor-
tance.
For electronic devices such as transistors the highest possible electron mobilities are re-
quired. The conductivity in ordered organic materials is typically anisotropic as it strongly
depends on the electronic coupling between the neighboring molecules in the different
crystallographic directions. The highest OTFT mobilities have been found for single-
crystalline materials [2, 7, 8, 17]. However, single crystals are not suitable for fabricating
large-scale thin films and, in order to effectively exploit organic semiconductors as ac-
tive components in electronic devices, it is crucial to develop novel and simple methods
to prepare films of these organic molecules. Most of the devices exhibiting high OTFT
performance are currently prepared by evaporation of the organic layer.
For optoelectronic devices such as organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), the highest
possible quantum yield is most important. This yield depends upon the probability of
radiative electronhole recombination which is highest for amorphous materials where the
electron and hole mobilities are low. OLEDs enable a greater range of colors, bright-
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ness, and viewing angle than liquid crystal displays (LCD), because OLED pixels directly
emit light. OLED pixel colors appear correct and unshifted, even as the viewing angle
approaches 90 degrees from normal. The biggest technical problem for OLEDs is the
limited lifetime of the organic materials. In particular, blue OLEDs historically have had
a lifetime of around 5,000 hours when used for flat-panel displays, which is lower than
typical lifetime of Liquid crystal display, light-emitting diode or plasma display panel
technology, which each are currently rated for about 60,000 hours. However, in 2007,
experimental Polymer light emitting diodes were created which can sustain 400 cd/m2 of
output for over 198,000 hours for green OLEDs and 62,000 hours for blue OLEDs [18].
In the next following chapters, to tailor surface morphologies and film properties, an
understanding of thin film growth is very important. Therefore, the basic concepts of thin
film growth will be described to give a detailed overview of thin film growth processes
(Chapter 2). Chapter 3 is focused mainly on interesting aspects of organic solids. The
characteristics of two organic molecules, perylene and α-NPD, which are used for OTFT
and OLED applications, are described as examples. Subsequently, the thin film deposition
techniques, employed through out this work including vacuum thermal deposition and
organic vapor phase deposition, are discussed in Chapter 4. Briefly details of thin film
characterisation techniques are explained in Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 describes the experimental setup for crystalline thin film growth studies in the
case of perylene. In this chapter, two interesting topics have been investigated as the
temperature dependence of dislocation formation in perylene films the and temperature
dependence of perylene thin film growth on gold substrates.
The experimental setup for amorphous thin film growth study is presented in this chapter
as well. The first part in this section contains the study of the influence of chamber
pressure and deposition rate on α-NPD film by organic vapor phase deposition, obtained in
a collaboration project with Philips, AIXTRON, MERCK, TU Braunschweig and RWTH
Aachen University. Following by the second section, the temperature dependence of α-
NPD thin film growth by vacuum thermal evaporation is studied.
Chapter 7 and 8 contain experimental results and discussion. Finally, a summary, includ-
ing research perspectives for further investigation, are provided in the last chapter.
2 Basic concepts of thin film growth
Depending on specific applications, different surface morphologies are required for thin
films [19]. For example, in optoelectronic applications, the absence of long-range order
in amorphous films can result in smooth surfaces and efficient radiative recombination,
which allows for the realization of high performance organic optoelectronic devices [1,10].
In order to control surface morphologies, thin film growth theory is hence very important
to understand how to modify and tailor thin film properties.
In this chapter, the theory of thin film growth will be outlined first, separating energetic
and kinetic aspects. Different atomic/molecular and as well as more macroscopic processes
during thin film growth as well as some important parameters, such as supersaturation
will be discussed. In the last section, we will show recent results describing the effect of
morphology on OLED performance.
2.1 Theory of film growth: Energetics aspects
Thin film growth is characterised by the interplay of energetic and kinetic aspects. Con-
cerning energies, the minimization of total energy of the film-substrate system describes
the ground state. This is the state of the system that the sample is trying to approach [20].
(See Figure 2.1) In order to understand the thermodynamic criterion for the film morphol-
ogy, one needs to know the surface free energies and the interface energy of the materials
considered since they define how the system prefers to behave, i.e. either wetting or
de-wetting the substrate surface.
Figure 2.1: Energy of a system which changes from state a to state b. The energy barriers Eab
for the transition a to b and Eba for the transition b to a are indicated, together
with the energy E+ of the least unfavorable transition state [20].
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of surface free energy in film-substrate system [19].
2.1.1 Surface free energy
The surface free energy can be defined by the work W which is required to break a crystal
so that the surfaces are left exposed. Let S be the area of the fracture section, then the
surface free energy for unit area or the surface tension is γ = W/(2S). On the other hand,
the interfacial free energy is defined by Dupre’s relation:
γi = γs + γf − β (2.1)
where γi is the interfacial free energy. γs is the surface free energy of the substrate and
γf is the surface free energy of the film, while β is the adhesion energy, which is equal to
the work required to separate the film from the substrate along the interface plane. (See
Figure 2.2) Experimentally, it is rather difficult to determine surface free energies and
interfacial energies precisely. Surface free energies of solid metals have been estimated
from liquid surface tension measurements and directly measured by quantitative cleavage
experiments, but the errors were reported to reach as much as thirty percent. Since the
direct measurement of surface free energies in solids is not possible, the contact angle
measurement is an important alternative which enables helpful auxiliary information con-
cerning surface free energies. Nowadays advanced calculation schemes have also enabled
the determination of surface free energies. However these techniques still face problems
with certain material classes such as organic materials and they require precise knowledge
of the surface structure, i.e. input information which is not always available.
2.1.2 Contact angle measurement
The contact angle is a measure of the wetting of a liquid on a solid surface. It is expressed
in degrees, with 0 degrees describing complete wetting and 180 degrees identifying absolute
non-wetting. It is a useful measurement for researchers interested in wetting, adhesion
and other phenomena where liquids contact solids. It can also be used to characterise
the solid surface itself when contact angles for various wetting liquids are compared. The
contact angle, θ, is defined geometrically as the angle formed by a liquid at the three
phase boundary where a liquid, gas and solid intersect as shown in Figure 2.3. It can be
seen from this figure that low values of θ indicate that the liquid spreads, or wets well,
while high values indicate poor wetting. If the angle θ is less than 90 degrees the liquid
is said to wet the solid. If it is greater than 90 degrees it is said to be non-wetting. A
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Figure 2.3: Different contact angles.
zero contact angle represents complete wetting. The contact angle can be related to the
surface and interface energies of the materials as described by:
γlv cos θ = γsv − γsl (2.2)
where γlv, γsv and γsl refer to the interfacial energies of the liquid/vapor, solid/vapor and
solid/liquid interfaces, respectively.
To calculate the surface free energy, it is referred to solid surface tension (Equation 2.3).
This approach involves testing the solid against a series of well characterized wetting
liquids. The liquids used must be characterized such that the polar and dispersive com-
ponents of their surface tensions are known. The relevant equation is given by Owens and
Wendt as:
γl(1 + cos θ)/(γlv)
1
2 = (γsp)
1
2 [
(γlp)
1
2
(γld)
1
2
] + (γsd)
1
2 (2.3)
where θ is the contact angle, γl is liquid surface tension and γs is the solid surface tension,
or surface free energy. The addition of d and p in the subscripts refer to the dispersive
and polar components of each. The form of the equation is of the linear type y = mx+ c
It can be plotted as a graph of [
(γlp)
1
2
(γld)
1
2
] versus γl(1 + cos θ)/(γlv)
1
2 . The slope will be γ
1
2
sp
and the y-intercept will be γ
1
2
sd. The total free surface energy is simply the sum of its two
component forces [21].
Theoretical models have also been proposed to calculate the surface free energies and
interfacial energies from physical quantities that can be easily measured, such as the heat
of sublimation and the internal free enthalpy of atomization. To a first approximation the
structure of e.g. metal surfaces can be discussed in terms of a hard sphere model. If the
surface lies parallel to a low-index crystal plane the atomic arrangement will be the same
as in the bulk, apart from perhaps a small change in lattice parameter. This assumes that
the surface is uncontaminated: in real systems surfaces will reduce their free energies by
adsorption of gas molecules. For example, Figure 2.4 shows the {111},{200} and {220}
atom planes in fcc metals. Note how the density of atoms in these planes decreases as
(h2+k2+l2) increases, where h, k and l are Miller indices in x-direction, y-direction and z-
direction, respectively. The notation {200} and {220} has been used instead of {100} and
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Figure 2.4: Atomic configuration on the three closest-packed planes in fcc metals: (111), (200)
and (220).
{110} because the spacing of equivalent atom planes is then given by a/(h2+k2+l2)1/2,
where a is the lattice parameter. The origin of the surface free energy is that atoms in the
layers nearest the surface are without some of their neighbours. Considering only nearest
neighbours it can be seen that the atoms on a {111} surface, for example, are deprived
of three of twelve neighbours. If the bond strength of the metal is , each bond can be
considered as lowering the internal energy of each atom by /2. Therefore every surface
atom with three “broken bonds” has an excess energy of 3/2 over that of the atoms in
the bulk. For a pure solid,  can be estimated from the heat of sublimation Ls. The
latent heat of sublimation is equal to the sum of the latent heat of melting (or fusion)
and the latent heat of vaporization. If one mole of solid is vaporized, then there will
be 12Na broken bonds. Note that Na is Avogadro’s number. Therefore, Ls = 12Na/2.
Consequently the energy of a {111} surface, Esv (J/surface atom), should be given by:
Esv = 0.25Ls/Na (2.4)
This result will only be approximate since the second nearest neighbours have been ignored
and it has also been assumed that the strengths of the remaining bonds in the surface are
unchanged from the bulk values.
From the definition of Gibbs free energy, the surface energy will be given by
γ = E + PV − TS (2.5)
Thus even if the PV term is ignored, surface entropy effects must be taken into account. It
might be expected that the surface atoms will have more freedom of movement and there-
fore a higher thermal entropy compared with atoms in the bulk. Extra configurational
entropy can also be introduced into the surface by the formation of surface vacancies for
example. The surface of a crystal should be associated with a positive excess entropy
which will partly compensate for the high internal energy of Equation 2.4. As a result of
entropy effect, the surface free energy is slightly dependent on temperature.
Regarding this simple model, different crystal surfaces should have different values for Esv,
depending upon the number of broken bonds. A little consideration will show that for
the surfaces shown in Figure 2.4 the number of broken bonds at the surface will increase
through the series {111},{200} and {220}. Therefore, ignoring possible differences in
entropy, the surface free energy of solid/vapor interfaces, γsv, should also increase along
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Table 2.1: Surface free energies of solids [22,23].
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the same series. Some surface free energies of solids are shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2
in a function of heat treatment temperature in the solid state [22, 23]. If we consider the
same metal, i.e. Al, at the higher heat treatment temperature, the freedom of movement
of atoms in the crystal structure increase. This leads to the increase of entropy term and
results as lower surface free energy values. However, if the melting temperature of metal
is considered, metals with high melting temperatures have high values for LS and high
surface energies. Table 2.2 shows interface energies of non-coherent interphase system.
The interface energies in this case are large due to extra energy caused by the lattice
misfit of the interphase system.
Table 2.2: Interface energies of non-coherent interphase system [22,23].
2.1.3 Bauer’s criterion and crystalline growth modes
Bauer has developed a thermodynamic criterion for the growth mode which neglects the
strain energy of the film. The criterion states that under equilibrium conditions the
growth mode is determined by the following energy difference [19]:
∆γ = γf + γi − γs (2.6)
The surface free energies for the substrate and film materials influence the mode of growth,
if the growth is not controlled by kinetics. Figure 2.5 shows the three different crystalline
growth modes, which are (1) Frank-van der Merwe (FM) or layer-by layer, (2) Volmer-
Weber (VW) or 3D island, and (3) Stranski-Krastanov (SK) or 3D island-on wetting-
layer growth. The interatomic interactions between substrate and film materials are
stronger and more attractive than those between the different atomic species within the
film material in FM growth, whereas just the opposite is true in VW growth. SK growth
occurs for interaction strengths somewhere in the middle [24]. According to Bauer’s
equation, the interfacial free energy, γi, depends on the strain and the strength of chemical
interactions between film and substrate at the interface. This quantity can be modified
by adsorbates. As an example, Frank-J. Meyer zu Heringsdorf et al. found that the
molecule of pentacene initially lies flat on the surface of Si to obtain the maximum bond
strength. When several molecules have formed a stable multilayer island, they tilt out of
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Frank-van der Merwe mode
(Two dimensional growth mode)
Volmer-Weber mode
(Island growth mode)
Stranski-Krastanov mode
Figure 2.5: Crystalline thin film growth modes [25].
the surface plane, and at room temperature form a unique thin-film phase, to maximize
the molecule-molecule interaction. The triclinic pentacene bulk structure is formed only
during growth at elevated temperature [4].
Equation 2.6 says in effect that the sum of the film surface energy and the interface energy
must be less than the surface energy of the substrate in order for wetting to occur. In
other words, it becomes easier for layer-by-layer growth to occur as the surface energy of
the substrate increases. Thus, FM growth is expected if this equation is obeyed. However,
the strain energy, which is a term in γi , increases linearly with the number of strained
layers. At some thickness, γf+γi exceeds γs and the growth mode transforms from FM to
SK resulting in 3D islands on the 2D wetting layer. Alternatively, γf may be sufficiently
in excess of γs that equation is never fulfilled even for a strong attractive interaction
between film and substrate and little strain (γi≤0). In this case, 3D islands nucleate from
the onset resulting in VW growth. Finally, in the limit of zero lattice mismatch and weak
chemical interactions between film and substrate at the interface (γl ≈ 0) the growth mode
is determined entirely by the surface free energies of the film and substrate material. An
interesting ramification of this equation is that growing superlattices (A/B/A/B. ..) that
consist of perfectly laminar films and atomically flat interfaces is not likely unless γl ≈ 0.
If 0 ≤ ∆γ for A on B, then 0 ≥ ∆γ for B on A. However, the clever use of surfactants,
which have the effect of lowering the surface energy of the high-surface-energy component,
can alleviate this problem [26].
2.2 Theory of film growth: Kinetic aspects
Kinetic processes are important if the system cannot easily reach the energetically most
favorable state. An activation barrier is encountered on the different possible paths to
the ground state (the lowest energy state). This holds both for thin film growth pro-
cesses as well as for crystallization. Since crystallization is a process that needs to be
avoided in some organic films, which implies that film formation has to take place far
away from equilibrium conditions, we will first discuss crystallization. The activation en-
ergy in crystallization phenomena of glasses and amorphous materials is associated with
nucleation and growth processes. In the following, we will start with the general theory
of phase transformations and then define a parameter which can give us the tendency for
crystallization of a given material.
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2.2.1 Phase transformation
The system after a phase transformation becomes stable only when the free energy of
the system is a minimum. If we consider a phase transformation from an α phase to a β
phase, the driving force is a difference between the free energies of these two phases. A
non-ordered structure (also-called as a glass or an amorphous structure), which is a ther-
modynamically unstable, is formed if a cooling rate of a liquid is sufficiently fast. In this
case, the nucleation cannot occurs at temperatures between the melting temperature, Tm,
and the glass transition temperature, Tg. The crystallization, which normally happens
at the thermodynamically favored state below the melting point, is suppressed by this
fast cooling rate. If sufficient thermal activation is available, the glass would therefore
crystallize.
This is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.6, which shows the free energy diagram for this
process. The activation energy EA represents the barrier separating the amorphous phase
(the glass) and the crystalline phase. Thus EA determines the kinetics of crystallization
[27]. In the following we will frequently use the terms amorphous and glass as synonymous,
even though strictly speaking a glass is a material without long range order that has
been obtained by quenching of the melt, while no such constraint exists for amorphous
materials.
Figure 2.6: (a) The change in free energy as a system transforms from a metastable phase α
to a stable phase β. An activation energy EA is required for this process. (b)
The dependence of the free energy upon temperature as a liquid is cooled forming
either an amorphous solid (glass) or a crystalline solid [27].
Since the amorphous state is only stabilized by the high activation barriers, it is necessary
to have a parameter, which can define how easily the phase transition from the amorphous
phase to the crystalline phase can take place. This parameter is the ratio of the glass
transition temperature and the melting temperature of the material, called the reduced
glass transition temperature.
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2.2.2 Reduced glass transition temperature
As mentioned previously, if the cooling rate of a liquid from its melting point is thermo-
dynamically favourable, a crystalline solid is formed discontinuously by nucleation and
growth. On the other hand, the undercooled liquid with a fast cooling rate is metastable,
with respect to the crystalline state. This undercooled liquid is continously increasing its
shear viscosity η during the hardening of the undercooled liquid to solid state. However,
the molecular mobility in the undercooled liquid is still large enough to sample all ther-
modynamically accessible configurations since it still remains in an internal equilibrium.
At the glass transition temperature, Tg, the time scales necessary for atomic rearrange-
ments have become larger than the experimentally imposed time window. Therefore, the
undercooled liquid is configurationally frozen at Tg. As a consequence it is no longer in
internal equilibrium. X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments have shown that these frozen
solids lack long-range translational symmetry. They exhibit the statistical structure of a
liquid at a fixed time. This structure is commonly called amorphous. The solid itself is
called a glass or amorphous material.
Cohen and Turnbull stated that the glass transition of a liquid occurs, if the crystallization
upon undercooling can be avoided. Later on, they defined a quantitative value, which can
determine the glass forming ability of a liquid, as the reduced glass transition temperature,
Trg = Tg/Tm. The tendency for crystallinzation can be predicted from this value. The
larger the value is, the more difficult the formation of a crystalline phase is. This implies
that such materials are strong or easy glass formers [28].
2.2.3 Supersaturation
It is very important to understand how far a system is from thermal equilibrium. At the
equilibrium state, the sublimation of a pure solid is given by the condition µv = µs, noted
that µv and µs are the chemical potential of the vapor and the solid, respectively. The
chemical potential of the vapor at low pressure, p, is;
µv = −kT ln kT
λ3
(2.7)
where λ = h/(2pimkT)
1
2
This can be rearranged to give the equilibrium vapor pressure, pe, in terms of the chemical
potential of the solid, as
pe = (2pim/h
2)3/2(kT )5/2 exp
µs
kT
(2.8)
The equilibrium vapor pressure can be used to calculate the supersaturation, S = (p/pe)
of the system. This parameter gives us the information how far the system is from the
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equilibrium state by using this value for the calculation of the thermodynamic driving
force, ∆µ.
∆µ = kT lnS (2.9)
The thermodynamic driving force, ∆µ, is clearly zero in equilibrium, is positive during
condensation and is negative during sublimation/evaporation. The deposition rate, R, is
also related to p as
R = p/(2pimkT )1/2 (2.10)
From this equation, it is shown that only the supersaturation will be temperature depen-
dent. When the temperature increases, then the system is getting closer to the equilibrium
state. In the following, we will discuss gas impingement on a surface, which can describe
the scenario of arriving molecules onto the substrate [26].
2.2.4 Gas impingement on a surface
Gas impingement flux, Φ, is the frequency with which molecules collide with a surface.
Φ = n
∫ 0
∞
vxdnx (2.11)
At thermal equilibrium, the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution is
f(vx) =
dnx
dvx
=
( m
2pikT
)1/2
)e(−
1
2
mv2x/kT) (2.12)
where f(vx) is the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, nx is the number of molecules
in x-direction and vx is the velocity of molecules in x-direction.
Therefore,
Φ = n
( m
2pikT
)1/2 ∫ 0
∞
vxe
(− 12mv2x/kT)dvx = n
(
kT
2pim
)1/2
(2.13)
Using the ideal gas law;
p = nkT (2.14)
We obtain
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Φ =
p√
2pimkT
(2.15)
Substituting appropriate constants will give
Φ = 3.51× 1022 P√
MT
(2.16)
where P is the pressure in Torr and M is the atomic number of the gas molecules. An
important number is the time it takes for a surface to be covered by a monolayer of
molecules. This time τc is the inverse of the impingement flux, if we assume perfect
sticking. For a monolayer consisting of 1015 molecules, τc becomes
τc =
1015
3.51× 1022
√
MT
P
= 2.85× 10−8
√
MT
P
(2.17)
In air at atmospheric pressure, τc is 3.99×10−9 seconds, while in vacuum of 10−10Torr, τc
is 7.3 hours [25].
2.2.5 Sticking coefficient and surface coverage
The sticking coefficient, s, is a measure of the fraction of incident molecules which adsorb
on the surface i.e. it is a probability and lies in the range from 0 to 1, where the limits
correspond to no adsorption and complete adsorption of all incident molecules respectively
[29]. In general, the sticking coefficient depends upon many variables such as
s = f(surface coverage,temperature,crystal face,...) (2.18)
The surface coverage of an adsorved species may itself be specified in a number of ways:
• As the number of adsorbed species per unit area of the surface (e.g. in molecules
cm−2
• As a fraction of the maximum attainable surface coverage i.e.
Θ =
Actual surface coverage
Saturation surface coverage
; 0 ≤ Θ ≤ 1 (2.19)
• Relative to the molecule density in the topmost atomic layer of the substrate i.e.
Θ =
No. of adsorbed species per unit area of surface
No. of surface substrate atoms per unit area
(2.20)
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; Θmax is usually less than 1, but it can be occasionally more than 1 in the case of
some adsorbates such as H.
Therefore, the time, for a clean surface to become covered with a complete monolayer of
adsorbate, is dependent upon the flux of gas phase molecules incident upon the surface,
the actual coverage which corresponds to a monolayer and the coverage-dependent sticking
probability. As mentioned above, it is possible to get a minimum estimate of the time
required by assuming a unit sticking probability (i.e. s = 1) and note that monolayer
coverages are generally of the order of 1015 per cm2 or 1019 per m2. Hence,
Time/ML ≈ (1019)/F [s] (2.21)
where F is the incident flux [molecules·m−2·s−1. All values given in Figure 2.7 are for CO.
Note that they generally dependent on factors such as temperature and molecular mass.
Figure 2.7: Plot of n(cm−3), R(atoms.m.s−1), λ (m) and τ (s) for CO at temperature T =
300 K, as a function of pressure p, on a logarithmic scale in unit of 1 mbar = 100
Pascal or N.m−2, and the older unit 1 Torr = 1.333 mbar. The division into low,
high and ultra-high vacuum regimes is denoted in the last row [26].
2.2.6 Condensation
The adsorption of atoms/molecules is often followed by condensation. The adsorbates
need to stay on the substrate surface for long enough time for the formation of a chemical
bond to occur (chemisorption) or simply stick (physisorption). Obviously, if the crystal
is in equilibrium with its vapor (i.e. they have the same chemical potential, µeq), the
constant velocity of the planar or quasi-planar surface, moving in the positive z-direction,
vanishes. Otherwise, if the chemical potential, µ, of the vapor is higher, growth will
proceed [30].
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2.2.7 Processes in adsorption: Chemisorption and Physisorption
A qualitative distinction can be made between chemisorption and physisorption in terms
of the relative bond strengths of adsorbed molecules to the substrate. In chemisorption, a
strong “chemical bond” is formed between the adsorbate atom or the adsorbate molecule
and the substrate. In this case, the adsorption energy, Ea, of the molecule is likely to be
comparable to or even larger than the sublimation energy of the substrate (typically a
few eV/atom or eV/molecule). Physisorption is weaker, and is often being considered as
having no chemical interaction involved. The attractive interaction, in this case, is largely
due to the van der Waals force. This force is due to fluctuating dipoles (and higher
order multipole-moments) on the interacting adsorbate and substrate, and is present
between closed-shell systems. Physisorption energies are in order of 100 meV/atom (or
eV/molecule).
2.2.8 Surface diffusion
When the system reaches to a supersaturation regime, the condensation of atoms (or
molecules) occurs onto a substrate surface. The deposition rate, R, can be written in
terms of a vapor pressure in the system as
R =
Φ
Na
=
p√
2pimkT
(2.22)
where Na is Avogadro’s number.
After the condensation, as-deposited atoms (or molecules) gain some energy due to the
adsorption. This adsorption energy is a positive value, Ea, with regards to zero energy
in the vapor. The adsorption energy equals also as a term of desorption energy because
this is the amount of energy, required for attaching or detaching an atom (or a molecule)
from the surface. The electron-phonon coupling causes the fast energy dissipation and
leads to a tendency of molecular desorption. The desorption rate of atoms (or molecules)
is considered via a substrate temperature and a characteristic atomic vibration frequency,
which is the attempts by atoms or molecules to desorb and return back form substrate
surface to vapor phase once again via lattice.
Desorption rate of molecules ≈ νae−Ea/kT (2.23)
where νa is a characteristic atomic vibration frequency and is expected to vary only slowly
with T . Note that the desorption process is assumed to be initiated by lattice vibrations
only.
Molecules, which still stay on the substrate surface with gained energy from adsorption,
can diffuse over the surface and also dissipate their gained adsorption energy by over-
coming the migration energy barrier, Ed with the attempt frequency, νd (order of 10
−14
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s−1). Since the migration energy barrier is much lower than adsorption energy, therefore,
molecules prefer to diffuse along the surface than desorb back to vapor phase. The dif-
fusion coefficient of a molecule can be approximately calculated by the probability of an
attempt of the molecule that tries to overcome the barrier as the number of unit cells
(surface area) visited by the molecule per unit time. The lifetime of a molecule on the
surface prior to desorption is a reciprocal of the desorption rate [26]. Hence, we can
calculate the diffusion length that the molecule can move within as
L =
√
Dτa (2.24)
2.3 Nucleation and growth of two-dimensional islands
In gas phase, atoms (or molecules) have three-dimensional movement. Once, they become
adatoms (or admolecules) and diffuse on the substrate surface, subsequently the two-
dimensional gas phase is generated by the deposition flux. When two-dimensional gas of
adatoms (or admolecules) reaches a certain supersaturation and a substrate temperature is
low enough to avoid step-flow growth, the nucleation of two-dimensional clusters occurs on
the substrate surface. The size of 2D-cluster is determined by the substrate temperature
and the lateral binding energy of adatoms, such as the adatom-adatom interaction energy.
It can be as low as one atom. A quantitative value, which defines the size of a cluster, is
called critical cluster size, i. The critical cluster size is the largest unstable cluster size,
which means only clusters with sizes of j, (j>i), have a higher probability to grow than
to decay. This cluster with a critical size becomes a stable cluster upon an incorporation
of one additional adatom. The critical cluster size is zero in the case that the surface
diffusion is inhibited on the substrate surface.
If we define an adatom density on the substrate surface as n1, the reduction of an adatom
density occurs by both of the nucleation of critical clusters and the growth of stable
clusters. With increasing deposition time, adatoms are predominantly captured by stable
clusters, which cover finally the whole substrate surface. With the knowledge of the
critical cluster size, i, the binding energy Ei, the diffusion coefficient of adatom with
the assumption that clusters are immobile), and the time constant of evaporation, the
density of stable islands, N , in the saturation island density regime (θmax when there
is no coalescence of clusteres) can be written as a scaling relation via the rate equation
theory.
2.3.1 Rate equation theory
The rate equation theory provides a description for the growth of islands or molecular
clusters on the substrate surface. Three different species are involved during the crystal
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growth, which are existing islands on the substrate surface (or molecular clusters), mobile
species (or as-deposited molecules), and evaporated molecules in the gas phase (or arriving
molecules from gas phase). We assume that existing islands (or molecular clusters) are
stable and immobile on the substrate surface, while as-deposited molecules are mobile
species that dissipate their energy to reach their equilibrium onto the substrate surface.
If a molecular cluster consists of s atoms, ns is the areal concentration of such clusters.
For example, n2 is the density of a molecular cluster, which consists of 2 molecules (dimer
density). In the case that s equals one, n1 is the molecular density. The growth of
molecular clusters happens via the agglomeration of mobile species. The rate equation
for the areal concentration can be written as the net rate of cluster formation, Γs of s+1
clusters, which forms from s-clusters (for s≥2):
dns
dt
= Γs−1 − Γs (s ≥ 2) (2.25)
The net formation rates Γs equals
Γs = σsDn1ns − γs+1ns+1 (2.26)
Γs is the detachment rate of molecules from a s-cluster due to the molecular desorption.
σs is a dimensionless capture. This quantity relates to the molecular absorption onto a
molecular cluster (stable).
If there is no molecular desorption from the substrate surface back to the gas phase, the
growth rate of molecular clusters is calculated only from the decrease of molecular flux
by the dimer formation and the incorporation of arriving molecules from gas phase to
existing clusters.
dn1
dt
= F − 2Γ1 −
∑
s≥2
Γs (2.27)
F is the number of arriving molecules per unit time and surface area and is called the
deposition rate.
Under these assumptions, stable clusters (s≥ i∗+1) do not decay since there is no desorp-
tion involved during cluster growth. This leads to a simplification of calculation. On the
other hand, thermodynamic equilibrium between different cluster size populations can be
rapidly obtained by the molecular detachment from unstable cluster (s≤ i∗).
As we consider only the stable clusters, hence, the density of stable clusters (or islands)
on the substrate surface, N can be calculated from the sum of the areal concentration of
all stable clusters.
N =
∞∑
s=i∗+1
ns (2.28)
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Summing the equation 2.25, from s = i∗ + 1,
dN
dt
= σi∗Dn1ni∗ (2.29)
Regarding to the thermal equilibrium assumption, for 1 ≤ s ≤ i∗ + 1, the net formation
rates Γs is zero and induces the detailed balance relationship
ns ≈ ns1eEs/kT (2 ≤ s ≤ i∗) (2.30)
between the unstable cluster concentrations and the molecular. The energy, needed to
disperse a cluster into single molecules, equals a total binding energy of an s-cluster, Es.
(E1=0).
Substituting equation 2.30, the molecular density can be obtained in the nucleation rate
in the equation 2.29. For stable islands, the average capture number can be defined via
the simplified rate equation as
σ = N−1
∞∑
s=i∗+1
nsσs (2.31)
Subsequently, the equation,2.27 is simplified to
dn1
dt
= F − σi∗Dn1ni∗ − σDn1N (2.32)
The capture numbers are based on the requirement that the flux of molecules to a cluster
of size s should be equal to σsDn1. Even though, the capture number of a cluster depends
on its size, it also depends on the sizes and locations of surrounding clusters as well.
Hence, the molecular concentration field is involved in the cluster formation. To calculate
σs , the propered boundary conditions, which include molecular captures at the cluster of
interest and the presence of other clusters, must be taken into account for the solution of
a diffusion equation for the molecule concentration. Therefore, the spatial arrangement of
clusters is included into the rate equation through the capture numbers. However, both
σi∗ and σ turn out to be slowly varying funtions which can be replaced by constants for
many purposes.
According to this simplification, the solutions of the coupled equations 2.29 and 2.32, will
be presented for two temporal regimes. In the early state, it is the transient nucleation,
hence, the loss term on the right hand side of 2.35 is negligible. The molecular concen-
tration increases proportional to the total coverage Θ = Ft, and the island density grows
rapidly as N ∝ Θi∗+2. With increasing island density, the capture of molecules at stable
islands becomes more favourable. Hence, the system enters into the steady state regime
and the island density can determine the molecule density by the following equation:
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n1 ≈ F
DσN
(2.33)
Substitute this equation into the equation 2.29 and 2.30 and integrate over time, the
central result of nucleation theory can be obtained as:
N ≈ Θ1/(i∗+2)
(
F
D
) i∗
i∗+2
eEi∗/(i
∗+2)kT (2.34)
This equation can be written simply as the form of a scaling relation (or Power-law
dependence). The scaling relation defines the proportionality between the island number
density and the ratio of the two basic kinetic rates D and F of the deposition process
with the scaling exponent χ. The value of χ equals i∗/(i∗ + 2).
N ∝
(
F
D
)χ
(2.35)
The scaling relation is valid only in the low coverage regime, where the cluster-cluster
coalescence is negligible. As the assumption of cluster immobility, coalescence is the only
mechanism, involved with the decrease of the island density and this does not fit to our
assumption. Hence the maximum in N(Θ) can be defined and used as a reference point
for the determination of cluster densities from experiments [31].
Table 2.3 shows some predicted value of the scaling exponent [32]. The scaling exponent
depends on the deposition rate, the dimensionality of the deposit, the type of diffusion
(isotropic, anisotropic) and the size of critical nucleus. The diffusion coefficient, D depends
upon the substrate temperature, Ts, as the Fick’s law:
D = D0 exp
(−Ed
kTs
)
(2.36)
where D is the diffusion coefficient at a given temperature of Ts (the substrate tempera-
ture). D0 is the maximum diffusion coefficient at an infinite temperature. The activation
energy for diffusion denotes as Ed and k is the Boltzmann’s constant.
Table 2.3: Diffusion process and exponent value [32].
Diffusion process Exponent value, χ 
Diffusion at low temperatures, where there is no 
evaporation and dimers are stable and immobile 
1/3 
Anisotropic diffusion 1/2 
 
.
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2.4 Self-assembled monolayer
Since surface properties of the substrate are crucial for thin film growth, their change is
expected to have an affect on the structure of the deposited thin film [33]. Therefore,
self-assembled monolayers offer an interesting option for substrate surface modification.
The term self-assembly may be defined as the spontaneous formation of complex hier-
archical structures from pre-designed building blocks, typically involving multiple energy
scales and multiple degrees of freedom. Specifically, self-assembled monolayers are ordered
molecular assemblies that are formed spontaneously by the adsorption of a surfactant with
a specific affinity of its headgroup to a substrate. The surfactant is a molecule that lowers
surface tension. These molecules contain both hydrophobic and hydrophilic components
and are thus semi-soluble in both organic and aqueous solvents. They are usually pre-
pared from solution, although some systems can be prepared from the vapour as well. It
is noted that both preparation routes allow also for coating of arbitrarily shaped and not
only planar geometries. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic diagram, including the constituents
of a SAM molecule (headgroup, chain or backbone, endgroup). The headgroup-substrate
“pair” is typically used to define the individual SAM system. Popular examples are thiols
(R-SH, where R denotes the rest of the molecule) on Au(111) or silane-based systems on
SiO2 because sulfur forms strong bonds with the substrate [34].
Figure 2.8: (a) Schematic diagram of a SAM (“standing-up” structure). The shaded circle
indicates a chemisorbing headgroup and the open circle an endgroup, which can
be chosen from a variety of chemical functionalities. (b) Typical SAM-forming
molecule (decanethiol) with the angular degrees of freedom for an all-trans chain,
tilt angle (θt), tilt direction (χt), and twist (ψ) [34].
Self-assembled monolayers are formed by simply immersing a substrate into a solution
containing the surface-active material. The driving force for the spontaneous formation
of the 2D assembly includes chemical bond formation of molecules with the surface and
intermolecular interactions (as shown in Figure 2.9). The surface active head-group must
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form a strong bond the substrate, while the end group must form a strong bond with the
next layer, which will be deposited afterwards. The alkly group, which is the backbone
of the SAM, must form strong van der Waals interactions between adjacent molecules in
order to enable a stable arrangement of SAM molecules [35].
Figure 2.9: Self-assembled monolayer preparation [35]
As it is mentioned in the first paragraph that the growth behaviour of thin films depends,
interalia, on the surface properties of the substrate (reactivity; surface energy; structure;
elastic properties), in this sense, SAMs themselves serve as the “substrate surface”.
As an example, the growth of pentacene was studied by Kalb et al [33]. It is found that
when pentacene is grown on a self-assembled monolayer of eicosanoic acid, the deposition
rate has almost no influence on the island density. Only at the lowest deposition rate
of 0.003 A˚/s the density of nuclei slightly decreases. This finding can be explained by
heterogeneous nucleation, where the nuclei density is expected to be independent of the
deposition rate for a wide range of rates and to decrease at very low rates only. It can be
concluded that there was heterogeneous nucleation on a SAM, i.e. nucleation of pentacene
molecules takes place at impurities or defects.
Liu et al. have shown that the introduction of a 1-octadecanethiol monolayer at the
perylene-Au interface greatly modifies the nucleation behavior of perylene films. The
change in nucleation behavior further resulted in a modification of the film microstructure
including grain size, roughness, etc. Figure and Figure show the dependence of deposition
time on island density on two different substrate, Au and SAM substrates. The island
density increases with deposition time on the SAM substrate, while it stays nearly constant
on the Au substrate. This implies that the surface diffusion coefficient on the Au substrate
is much larger than on the SAM substrate. Therefore, the nucleation behavior of perylene
films is modified by the introduction of a 1-octadecanethiol monolayer at the perylene-Au
interface [36].
Numerous studies have been performed on the perfect growth of SAMs from solution but
most of the early studies used the “interrupted growth technique” in which substrates
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Figure 2.10: AFM topographs of discontinuous films. Each row represents a pair of simulta-
neously deposited samples. The deposition time is specified for each row. The
left and the right columns show perylene films deposited on SAM substrates and
on Au substrates, respectively [36].
are removed from solution prior to complete film formation and are then examined ex
situ. This is the easiest procedure to use, since in situ studies are notoriously difficult.
The results can be roughly divided into two sides: island growth and uniform growth.
Island growth is characterized by regions of densely packed, relatively ordered molecules
the height of which stays mostly constant while the density increases; uniform growth
Figure 2.11: Deposition time dependence of island density [36]
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Figure 2.12: Mechanism of spiral growth [40].
exhibits more disorder and a monotonically increasing thickness while the density remains
relatively constant. Cohen et al., found that incomplete films have only slightly worse
order than complete films. This suggests that an incomplete monolayer is composed of
islands of ordered molecules [37].
2.5 Spiral growth - Dislocation assisted growth
The rate of crystal growth depends upon the degree of a supersaturation of the system.
If the supersaturation is high, the crystal growth rate follows a classical nucleation and
growth mechanism. However, the crystal growth can occur at low supersaturation con-
dition via the dislocation assisted growth mechanism. In 1949, F.C. Frank described the
influence of screw dislocations on crystal growth [38]. Two years later, Burton et al.
established the BCF screw dislocation model, which can explain quantitatively and qual-
itatively about dislocation assisted growth mechanism [39]. This model is stated that if a
screw dislocation emerges on the surface of a crystal, a step on the surface will be provided.
The step (or edge) acts as the site for further growth of the crystal in the same way as the
edges of the two dimensional nucleus. The crystal growth by screw dislocations does not
have flat as in the two-dimensional nucleation and growth but it has a spirally stepped
pyramidal hill centered on the dislocation. The edge, resulted by the screw dislocations,
can self-perpetuate and it will still remains even after film thickening. Moreover, it is not
necessary to overcome the energy barrier for two-dimensional nucleation. Therefore, the
dislocation assisted growth happens below the critical driving force for two-dimensional
growth (layer by layer growth). The growth rate and the driving force are related as
follows:
R = A (∆µ/kT )2 (2.37)
where A is a constant, and ∆µ/kT is the driving force.
In case of smooth substrate surface, the dislocation assisted growth is expected. For
the adhesive-type growth, it is not necessary to have screw dislocations as nucleation
site in the crystal growth of rough substrate surface. Figure 2.13 shows the differences
between growth on atomically rough and atomically smooth interfaces, illustrating with
the relation between growth rate and the driving force. The roughening transition from
a smooth to a rough interface is also shown [40].
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Figure 2.13: The roughening transition from crystal growth from an atomically smooth to an
atomically rough interface having different driving forces [40].
2.5.1 BCF theory
Burton, Cabrera and Frank established a theory of crystal growth, known as the BCF
theory, including the mechanism of step generation and of transport into the step [39]. Let
start with the assumption of an Archimedian spiral shape with single screw dislocation
origin, an approximation of a real growth spiral can be written as:
r = 2ρcθ (2.38)
where r and θ are the coordinates of any point on the spiral (Figure 2.14). When the
crystal grows, the step winds itself up around the screw dislocation, resulted in a spiral
with its center. The spiral growth can continue until the separation of the adjacent layers
at the center is in the order of the radius, ρc of the critical nucleus
The distance between steps of the spiral denotes as y0. It can be calculated geometrically
as:
y0 = 2ρc(θ + 2pi)− θ = 4piρc (2.39)
Subsequently, the effect of non-Archimedian spiral has to be taken into account since
generally the spiral growth occurs not only with a single dislocation but also dislocation
pairs or groups. Thus, a factor  is introduced into BCF:
Figure 2.14: An Archimedian growth spiral [41].
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y0 =
4piρc

(2.40)
If a group of dislocations has the same sign, a factor  can be as large as the number of
dislocations, which contain in the cluster (crystal or island). A group of s dislocations of
the same sign, which arrange on an array of length L, has an activity of  times that of a
single dislocation.
If 2piρc>>L,
 = s (2.41)
If 2piρc=L,
 = s/2 (2.42)
If 2piρc<<L,
 = 2piρcs/L (2.43)
In case that the dislocations are arranged on a circle, the length L is substituted by 0.5P .
Note that P is a perimeter of the group of dislocations.
A spiral with a circular shape is obtained when a spiral step contains a high density
of kinks (a rough step). Hence, the step advancement is isotropic with equal velocity
in all direction. In contrast, if the density of kinks is low on the spiral step, the step
advancement depends strongly upon the stronger bonds within the surface. In this case,
an anisotropic growth happens and it is resulted in a polygonised spiral.
The second part of BCF theory involves with the molecular transportation from gas phase
(in case of the growth from vapor) to kinks in the spiral steps. If the surface diffusion is a
transport mechanism of molecules to the kinks along the substrate surface, the rate of step
advancement, governed by the net flux of molecules reaching the steps, is proportional
to the supersaturation S. The linear rate of step advancement, vstep can be written in a
function of the distance between steps, y0, the growth rate, R, and the step height, h as
vstep =
Ry0
h
(2.44)
The theory predicts a quadratic growth R(S) for low supersaturations with a gradual
transition to a linear relationship as the supersaturation increases above a critical value
(see the viewgraph in chapter 7, Figure 7.8) [40].
The dislocation assisted growth, described previously, is the case of the Archimedian
spiral. In reality, dislocations normally group together as pairs or groups; hence, the
spiral growth is more complex shapes and more complicated growth mechanism than a
simple Archimedian case. If the spiral growth center is a pair of dislocation with the same
sign and the interdistance between these dislocations are larger than 2piρc, the spiral
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Figure 2.15: A spiral growth due to a pair of dislocations with the same sign. [39].
shape will be as shown in Figure 2.15. The two sections from each dislocation will be
independently fed with steps from the two centers of dislocations with the similar activity
as if a single spiral growth behaves for each dislocation. It means that the overall activity
in this case is the same as in the case of the spiral growth from a single screw dislocation.
If the interdistance between a pair of dislocations is much less than ρc, the center generates
two spirals with the same step velocity vstep. Therefore, the activity is twice that of a
single screw dislocation.
On the other hand, if a pair of dislocations has opposite sign and the interdistance between
them is larger than 2piρc, the steps join up to form closed loops as illustrated in Figure
2.16.
Detailed calculation of BCF theory including the shape of the spiral growth was described
elsewhere [38–40,42].
2.6 Amorphous thin film growth
The interplay of roughening (or smoothening) and pattern formation dominate a dynamic
of surface morphology, especially in the case of an amorphous thin film growth. The com-
plete understading of the amorphous thin film growth mechanism has still been working
on both theoretical and experimental points of views. On the microscopic level, these
processes are governed by the highly complex and only partly understood interaction of
the depositing particles with the already condensed surface molecules. One remained
challenging topic to be further study in amorphous thin film growth is the correlation
of length scale between the mean free path of molecules in gas phase and the lateral
structure size extracted from film morphology. Despite the complexity of the growth pro-
Figure 2.16: A spiral growth due to a pair of dislocations with the opposite sign [39].
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Figure 2.17: Sketch of a physical vapor deposition experiment at normal incidence for amor-
phous growth on a substrate [43].
cesses on the atomic scale, experiments on the slightly coarser mesoscopic scale typically
reveal some sort of regularity of the surface morphology with some superimposed small-
scale stochastics. This, in turn, indicates that the machinery of coarse-grained continuum
models based on phenomenologically motivated stochastic growth equations is a useful
tool for the understanding and interpretation of the growth dynamics. In particular,
amorphous thin film growth represents an attractive testing ground for the validation of
such phenomenological models; this is mainly due to the spatially isotropic nature of the
amorphous structure at this scale and the lack of long-range ordering [43].
2.6.1 Theoretical modeling
A time evolution of growth process is considered from an initially flat surface. It is
defined as H (~x,t), where H denotes the z-coordinate of the growing surface at the position
~x = (x,y) and time, t (as shown in Figure 2.17). This consideration is a same approach
as the stochastic non-linear partial differential equation and can be written as a following
equation:
∂tH = G (H,∇H) + F + η (2.45)
G represents a function of the surface height of growing surface and its local derivatives.
The detailed functional form of G depends crucially upon the experimental setup consid-
ered and the kinetics of the deposition process. F denotes the mean deposition rate and
η (x,t) is the related deposition noise that determines the fluctuations of the deposition
process around its mean F . These fluctuations are assumed to be Gaussian white,
〈η (~x,t)〉 = 0; 〈η (~x,t) η (~y,t′)〉 = 2Dδ2 (~x− ~y) δ (t− t′) (2.46)
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,where the brackets is an ensemble averaging. It proves usefully to introduce the height
profile.
(~x,t) = H (~x,t)− Ft (2.47)
A non-linear relation involves between the mean growth or layer thickness 〈H〉 and time
when the deposition process has excess velocity.
〈H〉 (t) = Ft+ 〈h〉 (t) ;with 〈h〉 (t) 6= 0 (2.48)
The simplest non-linear amorphous thin film growth equation of the functional form,
equation 2.45, that incorporates
• The physical symmetries such as rotation and reflection invariance in the plane
perpendicular to the growth direction, Figure 2.17
• No particle desorption
• the local density variations in the amorphously grown material yields, in terms of a
low-order expansion of G in the gradients of the surface profile h (~x,t) the result
∂th = a1∇2h+ a2∇4h+ a3∇2 (∇h)2 + a4 (∇h)2 + a5det
(
∂2xh ∂y∂xh
∂x∂yh ∂
2
yh
)
+ η
(2.49)
with ai(i = 1, . . . , 5) being scalar material-dependent coefficients. In this equation,
the first and the fifth term on the right hand side are directly related to the deflection
of the initially perpendicular incident particles due to the interatomic forces between the
surface molecules and the incident particles. The second and the third term on the right
hand are related to the known microscopic mechanisms of i) the surface diffusion [44–48]
and ii) the equilibration of the inhomogeneous concentration of the diffusing particles on
the surface [44, 49]. The fourth term of this equation is of Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ)
form [50]. It is due to the potential dependence of the local density on the surface slope
∇h.
The deflection of the initially perpendicular incident particles is caused by interatomic
attraction. When the particles are close to the surface their trajectories are bent towards
the surface. In a simplified model, this deflection (in a direction perpendicular to the
surface) happens instantaneously when a particle arrives at a distance b from the sur-
face, as shown in the upper part of Figure 2.18, b characterises the typical range of the
interatomic force.
The particles arrive at the surface, diffuse there and relax at surface sites that offer a
sufficiently strong binding. Because these binding places are more frequent on surface
areas with positive curvature, the surface diffusion results in a current of the form as
shown in the middle part of Figure 2.18. Therefore, there is the equilibration of the
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Figure 2.18: Microscopic effects of amorphous thin film growth. Upper part: Deflection of
particles due to interatomic forces. Middle part: Surface diffusion of deposited
particles to places with larger curvature. Lower part: Equilibration of the inho-
mogeneous particle concentration due to the geometry of the surface [51].
inhomogeneous concentration of the diffusing particles on the surface. If only the just
deposited particles diffuse before their relaxation, their surface concentration is weighted
by the surface inclination as shown in the lower part of Figure 2.18 [51].
The previous text has described in detail the present understanding of thin film growth
and the established routes to tailor film growth. While the required concepts to describe
growth have been clearly outlined in previous studies, a number of questions still exist for
organic films. The lack of knowledge of the relevant activation barriers, as well as the large
size of the molecule giving rise to a plethora of possible adsorption geometries and diffusion
paths which complicate the modeling considerably. Since previous studies have shown
unambiguously that the film morphology can drastically affect the device performance,
both of optical properties and electrical properties, a systematic study of morphology
effects on organic thin film based device performance is of paramount importance to
achieve maximum efficiency devices.
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3 Organic solids
Organic solids can be expressed as compounds, consisting of carbon and hydrogen atoms
as core elements. They form solids as single crystals, polycrystals or glasses. Therefore,
we define these substances as organic solids, including polymers in the solid state.
3.1 Organic molecules with pi-electron systems
Organic solid consists of carbon and hydrogen atoms as main cores of the system. The
pi-electron systems play an important role of many interesting properties of organic solid.
If we now consider a free carbon atom, it has the electron configuration in the ground
state as 1s22s22p2. Carbon has 4 valence electrons since the electron configurations of
chemically bonded carbon are derived from 1s22s2p3.
The sp2 hybridisation makes it possible to form a double bond between two carbon atoms.
One s and two p orbitals with the coplanar arrangement are obtained and they orient 120◦,
relatively to each other. The chemical bond, localising between the bonding carbon atoms
within the molecular plane, is defined as σ bonds. The overlapping of pz orbital occurs
between neighbouring carbon atoms, which is denoted as an additional pi bond, since the
pz orbital is oriented perpendicular to the molecular plane and also to the plane of the
sp2 orbital. This pi bond represents the delocalisation of electron density above and below
the molecular plane. Figure 3.1 shows two pi orbitals, the energetically highest which is
occupied in the ground state (HOMO) and the energetically lowest which is unoccupied
in the ground state (LUMO).
A weakly chemical bonding is contributed by pi electrons, while a stronger chemical bond-
ing is contributed by the σ electrons. The electronic excitation energies in the case of
conjugated pi systems are in the range of a few eV and absorb or luminesce in the visible,
the near infrared or the near ultraviolet spectral regions. With increasing the length of
organic molecules (the conjugated system), the electronic excitation energies decrease and
the regions of absorption shift towards longer wavelengths (Figure 3.2). Note that the
electronic excitation energies is the lowest for the excitation of the pi electrons. Due to the
readily polarisable and readily excited properties of pi electron, most of the characteristic
physical properties of the organic solids are related to pi electron system, e.g. the ioni-
sation of organic radical-ion crystal, charge-transfer crystals, intermolecular interactions
(van der Waals interaction) [52].
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Figure 3.1: Above: the overall distribution of the pi electrons in the electronic ground state
of the anthracene molecule, C14H10.The boundary was chosen so that ca. 90% of
the total electron density was included. Centre: the distribution of a pi electron
in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). Below: the distribution of a pi
electron in the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) [52].
Figure 3.2: Molecular structures of some polyacene molecules, indicating the wavelengths of
their lowest-energy optical absorption regions in solution at room temperature. All
of these molecules have a conjugated pi-electron system [52].
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3.2 Intermolecular forces inside organic molecular crystal
and thin film
To determine the structure of molecular crystals, several interactions need to be taken into
account. On the one hand side, the molecular structure is caused by the covalent bonding
inside the molecule. It is possible to define a molecular crystal as a solid that is formed
by electrically neutral molecules interacting via weak non-bonding interactions, primarily
van der Waals. If the constituent molecules possess specific functional groups then the
possibility also exists for the formation of hydrogen bonds and dipolar interactions that
will also serve to stabilise the crystal. In general, there is little electronic charge overlap
between molecules, and therefore the constituent molecules retain their identity to a large
extent. This is in contrast to covalent or ionic solids, where the individual properties
of constituent particles in the crystal are completely lost. This has led to a number of
studies in which the solid state environment is treated as a perturbation to a molecular
calculation, or in which ab initio or experimental molecular charge densities are used
in conjunction with classically derived intermolecular potentials in order to study the
behaviour of molecular crystal systems [53,54].
If two atoms, i and j, are considered, the interaction potential with the interatomic
distance rij equals the Lennard-Jones potential, described by the following equation:
φijrij = − A
r6ij
+
B
r12ij
(3.1)
, where A and B are constant. The first term represents the attractive van der Waals
interaction between the fluctuating dipole moments, while the second term represents
the repulsion between the overlapping orbitals. In case of one-component crystal, this
equation can be simplified as the sum of the interactions of the individual atoms.
φ ({rij}) = Σijφij (3.2)
, where {rij} is the set of distances between all atoms i and j of neighboring molecules
which interact by the van der Waals interaction.
Additional interactions, e.g. dipole-dipole interactions and quadrupole-quadrupole inter-
actions, must be considered in case of polar molecules. Hence, this leads to an increase
of the interaction energy between adjacen molecules by a factor of 2-3. To minimize
the intermolecular potential, the packing density of molecular crystal structure must be
increased because the van der Waals interaction is an interaction between neighboring
molecules [20].
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Figure 3.3: Specific considerations of organic thin film growth. (a) Orientational degrees of
freedom (anisotropic growth behavior and the transition of molecular orientation
during growth) (b) Molecules larger than the unit cells of (inorganic) substrates
(microstrain, dislocation assisted growth) [55].
3.3 Specific considerations to organic thin film growth
In general, thin film growth study has a basic consideration which can be applicable to
any kinds of materials for both inorganic and organic systems. However, there are some
specific considerations, which needs to be concerned, in case of organic thin film growth
regarding to different growth behavior of organic molecules as shown in Figure 3.3 [55].
1. Anisotropic growth behavior due to orientational degrees of freedom in organic sys-
tem.
• The molecular orientation at the initial of film growth and after a certain
thickness of the film changes drastically from lying down parallel to the
substrate surface to standing up after the diminishing of the molecule-
substrate interaction at the thicker film(Figure 3.3). This phenomena can
explain by the orientational degrees of freedom of conjugated system.
2. van der Waals interactions play an important role. The interaction potential,
molecule-molecule and molecule-substrate, is different from the case of atomic ad-
sorbates.
• For inorganic thin films, the relaxation of the requirement for lattice
matching significantly limits the combination of materials, which can be
grown without inducing a high density of lattice defects. In case of or-
ganic thin films, the cohesive force of organic films on the substrate is
smaller than inorganic thin films. The crystalline organic films can be ob-
tained and be highly strained, with ∆a/as exceeding several percent, where
∆a=|aF − aS| is strain, aF and aS are the lattice constants of substrate
and thin film, respectively. Since organic molecular bonding is typically
van der Waals force, hence, more strain can be accomodated in the organic
thin film growth.
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Figure 3.4: Perylene molecule [56].
• The temperature scale for the organic thin film evaporation and the dif-
fusion of organic molecules onto the substrate is lower than the inorganic
systems due to a weakly Van der Waals bonding.
• Organic surface does not have dangling bonds and the surface free energy
of organic substrates is lower than inorganic substrates since the inorganic
substrates contain a number of dangling bonds.
• In case that the substrate is very reactive (some dangling bonds onto it),
the dissociation of organic molecules upon adsorption might occur.
3.4 Perylene: Crystal and molecular structure
Perylene, C20H12, is a polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon which contains conjugated bonds
as shown in Figure 3.4. Crystals of perylene are monoclinic with four molecules in a unit
cell of dimensions a=11.27 A˚, b=10.82 A˚, c=10.26 A˚, β=100.55◦ and space group P21/a,
as determined by Donaldson, Robertson and White in 1953 [56].
Due to the van der Waals nature of the intermolecular interaction in organic molecules,
it results in a low-symmetry crystal structure. A special class of organic materials are the
small planar aromatic molecules e.g. perylene, anthracene, and pentacene. They have
been considered as model compounds in the research of organic semiconductors in the
last decades [2, 4, 7, 9, 20, 56–58]. These molecules form a crystalline film and consist of
several carbon between rings which ensure the planarity of the molecular core and give a
possibility to modify their physical properties by functional endgroups (Figure 3.2).
Four basic packing types for aromatic compounds have been defined as shown in Figure
3.5.
• The simplest is the herringbone structure: 5.4 A˚ < short axis < 8.0 A˚, the nearest
neighbours are non-parallel, as e.g. in napthalene.
• The sandwich-herringbone packing: short axis > 8.0 A˚, the herringbone motif is
made up of sandwich-like dyads, e.g. pyrene
• α-type: 4.6 < short axis < 5.4 A˚, the main interactions are between parallel trans-
lated molecules, e.g. coronene.
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Figure 3.5: The four basic aromatic crystal packings. The short axes are indicated in each
case [59].
• β-type: short axis < 4.2 A˚, characterised by graphitic planes, e.g. tribenzopyrene.
These structures are monoclinic or orthorhombic and the shortest crystallographic axis
is always a screw-axis direction. This axis is, therefore, a key parameter in separating
packing types and defines the crystal structure. In contrast, the other cell parameters are
merely a function of individual molecular geometries [59].
There is also an energetic basis for our structural classification. In sandwich crystals
(which form molecular pairs), the interaction energy to one molecule (the sandwich part-
ner) is unique. However, for herringbone, α-, and β-structures, there are always pairs of
molecules with the same cohesion energy to the reference molecule. Further, for α- and
β-structures, but not the herringbone, the structure stabilisation is mainly by the two
nearest short-axis translated neighbours. The crucial link between molecular and crystal
structure is the relative ability of a molecule to employ C-C and C-H interactions. While
C-C interactions are best optimised between parallel molecules stacked at van der Waals
separation, C-H interactions are most effective between inclined molecules perhaps be-
cause of their supposed Coulombic nature. Therefore C-C interactions are important in
α- and β-structures while C-H interactions are important in herringbone packing. By this
token, both C-C and C-H interactions are important for sandwich structures [52,53,56,59].
Perylene crystalline structures can be categorized into two forms, α-perylene and β-
perylene. The α-perylene has a sandwich-herringbone packing with four molecules in
a unit cell. While, the β-perylene has a simple herringbone structure with two molecules
in a unit cell.
The formation of α or β structure depends upon the conditions of crystal growth. The
α-perylene usually forms rectangular yellow crystals of monoclinic symmetry and has the
melting point at 266-268◦C. The β-perylene forms small hexagonal greenish yellow prisms,
also of monoclinic symmetry. Both forms belong to the P21/a space group. α-perylene
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Figure 3.6: Perylene, α-form: Crystal structure projected along [010], (a), and projected ap-
proximately parallel to the intersection line of the molecular planes and perpen-
dicular to [010], (b) The top view of molecular layer is plotted. The angle between
the long molecular axis of the molecules at the origin and [010] is 89.6◦ [56].
changes into the β- form at about 140◦C. At and below room temperature both forms are
stable, and no transition is observed at lower temperatures.
3.5 Organic small molecule: α-NPD
In this dissertation, the growth of organic amorphous thin film, for the case of α-NPD,
has also been studied. Therefore, in the following section, the brief description of such
molecule, generally used as a hole transport material for organic light emitting devices
(OLEDs), will be presented.
Hole transport materials (HTMs) acts as a hole-conductive pathway via charge hopping
for positive charge carriers to migrate from the anode into the emissive layer (EML) in
OLEDs. Regarding to this characteristics, the stability of hole transport materials with
the oxidation is poor. This leads to a shallow HOMO energy level, which ideally prefers
to be isoenergetic with the anode/hole injection workfunction and be lower than HOMO
energy level of the emissive material layer. By this configuration, the charge flow into the
emissive material layer improves with minimal charge trapping. HTMs are not required
only for conducting the positive charge carrier but also for acting as an electron blocking
layer (if applicable) to prevent electrons flowing from the emissive material layer to the an-
ode. Therefore, the LUMO level should be very shallow. Most small conjugated molecules
can fulfill these requirements because electrons are more mobile in such molecules.
Two of the most widely used HTMs in OLEDs are N,N-(3-methylphenyl)-1,1-biphenyl-4,4-
diamine (TPD) and 4,4-bis[N-(1-naphthyl-1)-Nphenyl-amino]-biphenyl (a-NPD). TPD
and a-NPD have modestly high hole drift mobility (8.8×10−4 cm2/Vs for TPD [60],
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Figure 3.7: Chemical structures of typical hole transport materials of TPD and NPD or α-
NPD [6].
1.0×10−3 cm2/Vs for α-NPD [61] both measured at an electric field of ca. 10−5 V·cm−1 at
293 K), and were initially developed as charge transport layers in xerography. TPD and
a-NPD, have glass transition temperature (Tg) of 65
◦C and 95◦C, respectively (Figure
3.7) [6].
4 Thin film deposition techniques
This chapter explains the thin film deposition techniques, employed throughout this work.
It would be started by focusing on evaporation in vacuums, called vacuum thermal evapo-
ration technique(VTE). This deposition process controllably transfer atoms (or molecules)
in vacuum environment from a heated source to a substrate, located a distance away, where
thin film formation and growth proceed atomistically. The second deposition technique,
described in this chapter, is called organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD). The OVPD
proceeds by evaporation of the molecular source material into a stream of hot inert car-
rier gas that transports the vapors towards a cooled substrate where condensation of the
organics occurs.
4.1 Process steps of thin film deposition
All thin film processes contain the four (or five) following sequential steps. The materials
is transported from a source of film material to the substrate, where the deposition occurs.
In some case,subsequently annealing has been performed afterwards and finally sequences
of thin film analysis has been performed to evaluate the thin film process. The scientific
results of the thin film analysis give us some feedback information to adjust the deposition
parameters for the modifications of the film properties. The controllability of thin film
process is obtained by monitoring the first three steps during film deposition [62].
4.1.1 Source
The source materials may be a solid, liquid, vapor or gas. Solid materials need to be
vaporized to transport them to the substrate by heat or an energetic beam of electrons,
photons (laser ablation), or positive ions (sputtering). These methods are categorized as
physical vapor deposition (PVD).
In the chemical vapor deposition, if source materials are solid, they are converted to
vapor via a chemical reaction, e.g. from Ga(s) to GaCl(g). Source materials can also be
a gas or a liquid with sufficient vapor pressure and being able to transport at moderate
temperatures. However, contamination, during the transport and deposition steps, and
supply rate are important because film properties could be totally changed due to the
contamination, which is co-deposited during the deposition.
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Figure 4.1: Thin film process steps. For all steps, process monitoring is valuable and contam-
ination is a concern [62].
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4.1.2 Transport
The transport of evaporated molecules is crucially important to the uniformity of the
molecular arrival rate onto the substrate. It also depends on the transport medium as
well but we will focus only on gaseous fluids.
Under a high vacuum, evaporated molecules travel from the source to the substrate freely
and have less probability of molecular collisions during the transport than in a fluid
medium. The uniformity of molecular arrival rate onto the substrate is determined by ge-
ometry, whereas, in a fluid medium, it is determined by gas flow patterns and by diffusion
of the source molecules through the other gases present.The important advantage of high-
vacuum transport medium is a clear access to the deposition surface, which allows energy
input from an ion beam and the use of analytical techniques involving eletron beams,
such as electron diffraction and Auger spectroscopy. Contrastingly, the fluid transport
medium funtions at atmospheric pressure or at easing-achieved moderate vacuum levels.
However, the contamination can be dealt with equally well and using similar techniques
for both media.
A plasma is also used as a third transport medium in many thin film processes. Plasmas
can activate film deposition at low temperature due to the great deal of energy. Addi-
tionally, the plasma operating pressure can be such that it behaves either as a fluid or as
a high-vacuum medium.
4.1.3 Deposition
Deposition behavior is determined by source and transport factors and by conditions at
the deposition surface. The substrate surface condition dominates many effects on the
growing films, e.g. film roughness, contamination within films, chemical bonding of arrival
molecules onto the substrate, crystallographic parameter (in case of epitaxy deposition).
The sticking coefficient of arrival molecules and the substrate is also important. A low
sticking coefficient aids in coating convoluted shapes and in deposition on selected area.
CVD process is more suitable for selective deposition than PVD process due to a lower
sticking coefficient. During the deposition, energy input, such as substrate temperature,
photon (in laser assisted deposition), affects on the reactivity of arrival molecules and on
the composition, including the structure of the film afterwards. With the combination of
these factors, the film structure, composition and subsequently film properties are able to
tailor and modify to be suitable for different applications.
4.1.4 Analysis
Thin film analysis consists of serial measurements on film properties, such as surface
morphology, strutural properties and optical properties. Many film deposition processes
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are optimized by using the empirical approach of measuring film properties as a function
of the process variables. Subsequently, the feedback from film properties will loop back
to the optimization of deposition parameters in the process. However, a detailed analysis
provides a correlation between the deposition step and the final film properties, which
lead to a better understanding of the overall process in the thin film deposition.
4.2 Vacuum thermal evaporation
Vacuum thermal evaporation is a physical vapor deposition, processed with the following
characteristics:
• Reliance on solid or molten sources.
• Physical mechanisms (evaporation or collisional impact) by which source atoms (or
molecules) enter the gas phase.
• Reduced pressure environment through which the gaseous species are transported.
• General absence of chemical reactions in the gas phase and at the substrate surface.
4.2.1 Evaporation geometry
The main considerations for thin film deposition are the source of evaporant atoms (or
molecules) and the substrates, upon which arriving atoms (or molecules) impinge. The
film uniformity is influenced by the source and substrate placement in the system. The
evaporation geometry, including the characteristics of evaporation sources and the orien-
tation and substrate placement will be discussed respectively.
The background pressure under vacuum is low in the vacuum thermal evaporation. There-
fore, the Knudsen number, Kn = l/L, is more than one L is the distance from source to
substrate and l is a mean free path (the mean distance that a particle travels in a gas
before encountering a collision with a gas molecule). The probability of a collision be-
tween evaporated moleucules and a background-gas is very small since the travelling path
of evaporant molecules is mostly in the line of sight from source to substrate with the
cosine distribution, depending on the shape of source (crucible). The uniformity of films,
deposited on a substrate, can be determined geometrically.
Figure 4.2 shows the evaporation geometry. A source is positioned at point B and a flat
substrate is lined along the same direction above the source perpendiculary at a distance
of r0. A source material is heated up in the source (crucible) and evaporated into gas
phase. Three different shapes of sources, i.e. a circular disc, a sphere and a collimated
source, are applicable in the vacuum thermal evaporation. In case of the circular disc,
the source materials are evaporated from the top surface. This type of source is available
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Figure 4.2: Geometry of vacuum evaporation. The flux ratio Jθ/J0 is shown for the cosine
distribution characteristic of the disc-shaped source centered at point B; alternate
source shapes shown below would have different flux distributions when positioned
at B [62].
in a shape of the boat well, the Knudsen-cell orifice and the filled crucible. The sphere
source is normally a wire-coil source. A crucible, which is partly filled with materials, are
considered as the collimated source. Additionally, an orifice with the same comparable
sizes of its length and its diameter is also the collimated source due to the non-ideal orifice
shape.
If we now consider the flux of evaporated molecules Jθ, at radius, r0 from the source,
compared to the flux, J0, at the perpendicular (point P), Jθ is proportional to the projected
area of the source in that direction.
For the sphere, the area is independent of θ, therefore, a total evaporation rate of Q
molecules/s is:
Jθ = J0 = Q/4pir
2
0 (4.1)
where Q(molecules/s)=JvA=total evaporation rate from a source of area A emitting flux
Jv from its surface.
If the source is a disc, consider the disc source at radius r0, the projected area changes
from a circle to an ellipse to a line as one moves away from the perpendicular; in fact,
Jθ = J0 cos θ (4.2)
It is named as a cosine flux distribution. The flux vector J0 and Jθ have been displaced
from their proper locations at points P and R, and to point B, to illustrate that the
vector Jθ traces a circle over θ since J0, Jθ and θ always form a right triangle as shown in
Figure 4.2. The evaporant flux (J) can be calculated upon the condition that Jθ passes
through the r0 sphere in an annulus having radius r0 sin θ, circumference 2pir0 sin θ, and
differential width r0dθ.
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The collimated source has a shadowing effect from the lip, hence, the projected area of
evaporated molecular flux drops off much faster with increasing θ than the circular disc.
It represents as the lobe-shaped flux distribution. Moreover, the scattering of evaporated
molecular flux at the side-wall of the collimated source makes the cosine distribution to
be still preserved in this case. Subsequently, molecules would prefer to scatter randomly
and mostlikely to return back into the crucible and not escape from it. This can result in
the lobed distribution.
To prevent an effect of the cosine distribution and the lobed distribution on a film uni-
formity, the distance between the crucible and the substrate is crucially important in the
design of evaporation chamber in order to obtain the uniformity of an evaporated film.
4.3 Organic vapor phase deposition
In 1995, S. Forrest introduced the organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD) at Princeton
University. The difference between VTE and OVPD is that evaporation occurs in a hot
walled reactor vessel in the presence of an inert carrier gas such as nitrogen or argon. The
carrier gas is maintained at a temperature sufficiently high to induce evaporation of the
source materials. The wastefulness of source materials is lower in OVPD than in VTE due
to the high temperature at the chamber wall, which avoid the sticking of source materials
onto it. After the saturation of organic source materials in the carrier gas, evaporated
molecules is carried downstream with the accompany of the carrier gas to deposit onto
a cooled substrate, where they enter a boundary layer of nearly stagnant flow. Due to
the usage of carrier gas in OVPD, the deposition of organic materials takes place in the
controlled pressure regime of 10−3-10 Torr [5].
4.3.1 The principle of organic vapor phase deposition
Figure 4.3 shows the organic vapor phase deposition, which proceeds by thermal evpora-
tion of the molecular organic compounds in a stream of inert gas. The inert gas dilutes
and transports those organic molecules to condense onto a cooled substrate. In case of
doped film deposition, the uniformity of composition across the substrate area is cru-
cially important. Therefore, the component streams must be homogeneosly mixed prior
to deposition. Since the deposition process operates at reduced pressure, gas diffusivity
is increased. This condition improves rates of mass transfer from component streams
towards the substrate, resulting in the thickness and compositional uniformity of the
deposited filmes afterwards.
Material evaporates from the surface of the organic solid at a molar rate, revap, which is
proportional to the equilibrium vapor pressure of the organic material,P eqorg.
revap = kevapP
eq
org (4.3)
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Figure 4.3: (a)Conceptual diagram of organic vapor phase deposition. (b)Vapor pressure of
organics,P org, exiting the evaporation sources as a function of temperature T at
constant carrier gas flow rate V˙ (left), and as a function of the carrier gas flow rate
at constant temperature (right) [5].
where kevap is a kinetic factor for evaporation. Vapor recondenses at a rate, rcond, propor-
tional to the actual pressure of organic in the source cell, Porg.
rcond = kcondPorg (4.4)
where kcond is a kinetic factor for condensation.
The supply of organic species may be limited either by the flow of carrier gas or by the rate
of evaporation. The evaporation and condensation rates must equilibrate in the limit of
no carrier gas flow through the cell. Figure 4.3(b) show, at high evaporation temperatures
and sufficiently low gas flow rates, the vapor and solid in the source region equilibrate
(i.e. Porg ≈ P eqorg), and the concentration of organic exitting the source is constant. In
equilibration evaporation regime, the resulting flux of organic species is proportional to
the vapor pressure and the carrier gas flow rate.
Contrastingly, at the low evaporation temperatures and high carrier gas flow rate, the
carrier gas sweeps the organic out of the source region as quickly as it evaporates, forcing
the system away from the equilibrium. In this case, the concentration of organics in
the gas stream is proportional to revap and inversely proportional to V˙ . In the kinetic
evaporation regime, the flux of organic material, exiting the source, is independent of
the carrier gas flow. Figure 4.3(b) illustrates how the vapor pressure of organics, exiting
the source varies with temperature and flow rate for both the equilibrium and kinetic
evaporation regimes.
There are two regimes of deposition, which are equilibrium limited and transport limited.
In the equilibrium limited deposition, the substrate temperature is sufficiently high to
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establish a dynamic adsorption/desorption equilibrium between the substrate and the gas
phase. Since the probability of condensation increases with decreasing surface tempera-
ture, the substrate should be kept sufficiently cold to ensure a material sticking coefficient
close to one. However, for high molecular weight organic materials, 298 K is generally
adequately low for this purpose. As the organic vapors are transported by the carrier
gas from the source to the substrate, a stagnant boundary layer develops above the sub-
strate, across which organic molecules must diffuse prior to condensation (Figure 4.3(a).
In this case, the film deposition rate depends upon the relative rates of the convective
and diffusive transport.
At low carrier gas flows, the deposition rate is limited by convection. On the other hand, at
the higher gas flows, it is limited by diffusion across the stagnant boundary layer. Hence,
the boundary layer thickness at the interface of substrate and molecular gas, which is
about to condense onto the substrate surface, decreases at lower total pressure in the
deposition chamber, enhancing mass transfer to the substrate. [63]
4.4 Similarities and differences in VTE and OVPD
There are both of similarities and differences in the deposition techniques, VTE and
OVPD, respectively, as listed in Table 4.1.
• Pressure regime
Due to the carrier gas usage in OVPD, the thin film deposition operates in a pressure
regime of 10−3 - 10 Torr, whereas the VTE system has to be pumped down to high
vacuum conditions. Therefore, a time consuming and sensitive procedure is required.
• Layer uniformity and thickness control
The layer uniformity and thickness control for both deposition techniques are quite
similar. In OVPD, the organic molecules are randomly distributed by intermolec-
ular collisions with carrier gas molecules, resulting in a uniform and homogeneous
coverage of thin film onto the substrate. In VTE, the arrival of individual molecules
can be described as a ballistic transport, hence, the mean free path is comparable
to the crucible-substrate distance. The symmetry of the design of the deposition
system is crucially important in order to obtain the uniformity of a deposited thin
film.
• Material utilization
Material utilization in OVPD is more efficient that in VTE due to the hot wall
chamber in OVPD, which prevents the condensation of organic molecules at the
chamber wall. Additionally, the carrier gas transports evaporant molecules to con-
dense onto a cooled substrate, whereas, evaporant molecules ballistically transport
individually in the VTE system prior to condense onto a substrate.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of process properties between VTE and OVPD
• Deposition rate
Typical deposition rates in VTE are adjusted by controlling the evaporation tem-
peratures of the source to the range of 0.5 - 20 A˚/s. The higher deposition rate is,
the more deviation of the deposition is, if the system does not in the range of UHV
regime. In OVPD, the deposition rate is controlled by the amount of carrier gas,
passing through individual source containers and the vapor pressure of the organic
material. Therefore, the thin film deposition can operate at higher deposition rate,
compared with VTE.
• Morphology controlled parameter
In VTE, the film morphology and structural properties are mainly controlled by
deposition rate and substrate temperature since the deposition process operates
under high vacuum, while, in OVPD, there is an additional parameter, involving
to the deposition process, which is the chamber pressure. To tailor and modify
the film morphology and structural properties, one would need to consider all these
important parameters, which influence the thin film formation process.
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5 Thin film characterisation techniques
In this chapter, the theory of different thin film characterisation techniques, applied
throughout this study, will be described. Since all of the studies in this dissertation
are focused mainly on growth, morphology and structural properties of organic thin films,
therefore, atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray diffraction and X-ray reflectometry have
been employed to investigate film properties in order to understand the influence of de-
position parameters on organic thin film growth.
5.1 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is a general term referring to surface characterisation
techniques that utilize probes in close proximity to the sample surface. Surface topo-
graphical characterisation is perhaps the most common use of SPM techniques. These
devices are capable of characterising the topography of a sample with vertical features
ranging in size from 10−10 to 10−6 m. The lateral dimensions of the scanned region may
be on the order of 10−10 to 10−4 m.
Scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is the first of the SPM techniques. It was invented
by G. Binnig and H. Rohrer at the IBM laboratory in Zu¨rich in 1981. The operation prin-
ciple is based on the tunneling of electrons between a sharp metal tip and the conductive
sample surface. Although the tip and the sample are separated by several angstroms, a
current flows due to the tunneling of electrons. This tunneling current depends exponen-
tially upon the distance between the SPM probe and the sample surface. The topography
of the sample surface can be recorded by scanning the tip over the surface and monitoring
the current at each point. This allows us to image atomic structure directly in real space,
which has not been achieved before by any other microscopy technique. In 1986, this
invention was awarded the Nobel Prize [64]. In the same year, G. Binnig, C. Quate, and
C. Gerber introduced atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [65]. This technique allowed the
possibility to characterise non-conductive surfaces.
5.1.1 Basics of AFM Operation
The Atomic Force Microscope is able to measure small variations in surface topography
by measuring the deflection of a tip on the end of a cantilever beam, as the sample surface
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Figure 5.1: Schematic view of basic AFM operation [66,67].
is scanned below the tip. In the microscope, a laser is focused on to the tip of a highly
reflective cantilever beam such that the laser is reflected onto the surface of a position-
sensitive photodetector. The sample is scanned underneath the tip via a piezoelectric
scanner. A feedback loop is used to maintain either a constant deflection (contact mode)
or oscillatory amplitude (tapping mode) of the cantilever. In case of the non-contact mode,
a feedback loop maintains a constant oscillation amplitude or frequency The mirror is used
to increase the path length between the cantilever and the detector in order to amplify
deflections of the laser beam (Figure 5.1) [66,67].
5.1.2 AFM Modes
Contact mode AFM
In the contact mode, a tip contacts the surface through the adsorbed fluid layer on the
sample surface. A constant deflection between the cantilever and the sample is maintained
with a feedback loop by the movement of the scanner vertically at each (x,y) data point in
order to maintain a setpoint deflection. By maintaining a constant cantilever deflection,
the force between the tip and the sample remains constant.
The force is calculated from Hooke’s Law:
F = −kx (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Contact mode AFM - Feedback loop maintains constant cantilever deflection [67].
, where F is the force, k is the spring constant and x is the cantilever deflection. Force
constants usually range from 0.01 to 1.0 N/m, resulting in forces ranging from nN to µN
in an ambient atmosphere. The distance the scanner moves vertically at each (x,y) data
point is stored by the computer to form the topographic image of the sample surface.
Operation can take place in ambient and liquid environments.
Tapping mode AFM
The tapping mode AFM is employed to investigate thin films in our study. Tapping
mode AFM operates by scanning a tip attached to the end of an oscillating cantilever
across the sample surface. The oscillation of the cantilever is kept to be lower than its
resonance frequency with an amplitude from 20 nm to 100 nm. In this tapping mode,
the sample surface is scanned like a light tap of a tip onto it during scanning, contacting
the surface at the bottom of its swing. A constant oscillation amplitude is maintained
by the feedback loop via a constant RMS of the oscillation signal, which is acquired by
the split photodiode detector. The topographic image of the sample surface is interpreted
from the vertical position of the scanner at each (x,y) data point when it maintains a
constant setpoint amplitude. By maintaining a constant oscillation amplitude, a constant
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Figure 5.3: Tapping mode AFM - Feedback loop electronics [67].
tip-sample interaction is maintained during imaging. Operation can take place in ambient
and liquid environments. In liquid, the oscillation need not be at the cantilever resonance.
When imaging in air, the typical amplitude of the oscillation allows the tip to contact the
surface through the adsorbed fluid layer without getting stuck.
Non-contact mode AFM
The tip does not contact the sample surface at all in this mode. The oscillation frequency
of the cantilever is slightly above its resonance frequency with an amplitude of a few
nanometers in order to obtain an AC signal from the cantilever. Oppositely from the
contact mode, the tip oscillates above the adsorbed fluid layer on the sample surface. The
resonance of the cantilever is decreased by the van der Waals forces, which extend from 1
nm to 10 nm above the adsorbed fluid layer, and by other long range forces which extend
above the surface. This decrease of resonance frequency causes a decrease of an oscillation
amplitude as well. A constant oscillation amplitude or frequency is maintained by the
feedback loop by the vertical movement of the scanner at each (x,y) data point until a
setpoint amplitude or frequency is reached. The distance the scanner moves vertically
at each (x,y) data point is stored by the computer to form the topographic image of the
sample surface.
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Figure 5.4: Non-contact mode AFM - Feedback loop maintains constant oscillation amplitude
or frequency [67].
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5.1.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of different AFM modes
Contact mode AFM
Advantages:
• High scan speeds (throughput).
• Contact mode AFM is the only AFM technique which can obtain atomic resolution
images.
• Rough samples with extreme changes in vertical topography can sometimes be
scanned more easily in contact mode.
Disadvantages:
• Lateral (shear) forces can distort features in the image.
• The forces normal to the tip-sample interaction can be high in air due to capillary
forces from the adsorbed fluid layer on the sample surface.
• The combination of lateral forces and high normal forces can result in reduced spatial
resolution and may damage soft samples (i.e., biological samples, polymers, silicon)
due to scraping between the tip and sample.
5.1.4 Tapping mode AFM
Advantages:
• Higher lateral resolution on most samples (1nm to 5nm).
• Lower forces and less damage to soft samples imaged in air.
• Lateral forces are virtually eliminated, so there is no scraping.
Disadvantage:
• Slightly slower scan speed than contact mode AFM.
5.1.5 Non-contact mode AFM
Advantage:
• No force exerted on the sample surface.
Disadvantages:
• Lower lateral resolution, limited by the tip-sample separation.
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• Slower scan speed than TappingMode and Contact Mode to avoid contacting the
adsorbed fluid layer which results in the tip getting stuck.
• Non-contact usually only works on extremely hydrophobic samples, where the ad-
sorbed fluid layer is at a minimum. If the fluid layer is too thick, the tip becomes
trapped in the adsorbed fluid layer causing unstable feedback and scraping of the
sample.
Due to these disadvantages, applications for non-contact mode AFM imaging have been
limited.
5.2 X-ray diffraction (XRD)
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful technique used to uniquely identify the crystalline
phase present in materials and to measure the structural properties, such as microstrain,
grain size, phase composition, preferred orientation and defect structure, of these phases.
XRD also offers unparalleled accuracy in the measurement of atomic spacing and is the
technique of choice for the determination of microstrain in thin film. XRD is non-contant
and non-destructive, which makes it ideal for insitu studies. The intensities measured
with XRD can provide quantitative, accurate information on the atomic arrangements in
crystalline samples.
5.2.1 X-ray generation and properties
X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with typical photon energies in the range of 100
eV-100 keV. For diffraction applications, only short wavelength x-rays (hard x-rays) in
the range of a few angstroms to 0.1 angstrom (1 keV-120 keV) are used. Because the
wavelength of x-rays is comparable to the size of atoms, they are ideally suited for probing
the structural arrangement of atoms and molecules in a wide range of materials. The
energetic x-rays can penetrate deep into the materials and provide information about the
bulk structure.
X-rays are produced generally by either x-ray tubes or synchrotron radiation. In a x-ray
tube, which is the primary x-ray source used in laboratory x-ray instruments, x-rays are
generated when a focused electron beam accelerated across a high voltage field bombards a
stationary or rotating solid target. As electrons collide with atoms in the target and slow
down, a continuous spectrum of x-rays are emitted, which are termed Bremsstrahlung
radiation. The high energy electrons also eject inner shell electrons in atoms through
the ionization process. When a free electron fills the shell, a x-ray photon with energy
characteristic of the target material is emitted. Common targets used in x-ray tubes
include Cu and Mo, which emit 8 keV and 14 keV x-rays with corresponding wavelengths
of 1.54 A˚ and 0.8 A˚, respectively.
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The geometry of diffraction will be introduced for the case of x-ray diffraction from the
3D lattice. In Figure 5.5, the incident beam penetrates the lattice and scatters from each
of the atoms in the 3D array. When the incident and scattering angles, θ, are equal as
measured from some plane of atoms in the lattice (the x-y plane here), the path lengths
of rays scattered off of any of the atoms in that plane will be different. This results
in constructive interference of those rays and produces a plane wavefront which may be
thought of as having been specularly reflected off of that plane of atoms. The wave
vectors of the incident and reflected beams, k0 and k1, describe their direction and also
their wavelength, λ. Here, we set |k|=1/λ rather than 2pi/λ. The path−length difference
between beams reflected from successive planes in the z direction is the distance 2L shown
in Figure 5.5. For constructive interference, 2L must be an integral multiple, j, of λ; which
is
2L = jλ = 2a sin θ (5.2)
where a is the plane spacing. This is known as the Bragg condition. When white x-rays
(broad λ range) are used, the Bragg condition is satisfied for planes of any a, because some
λ in the range will always satisfy this equation. Subsequently, reflected beams appear from
atomic planes oriented at many angles, with beam intensity being highest for the planes
having the hight areal concentration of atoms. The back-reflected beams can be recorded
on photographic film placed perpendicular to the beam, giving a Laue pattern, which is
useful for determining the symmetry and orientation of bulk single crystals.
The other x-ray techniques, listed as following, are more useful for thin films. In poly-
crystalline film, the degree of preferential orientation, or texturing, is measured using
monochromatic x-rays and a 2θ or Bragg −Brentano scan. There, the thin film surface
is oriented in the x−y plane of Figure 5.5a, and θ is measured from that plane. Subse-
quently, θ is scanned by rotating the sample about the y axis. Simultaneously, the x-ray
detector is rotated through 2θ to keep it at the specular angle with respect to the film
surface. At values of 2θ for which the atomic periodicity, a, perpendicular to the film
surface satisfies the Bragg condition for the λ being used, a peak appears from which
a can be calculated. The a value identifies the atomic plane, and the peak intensity is
a qualitative measure of the degree of texturing; intensity increases with the fraction of
crystallites in the film which have that atomic plane parallel to the surface. The width
of the peak, ∆(2θ) in radians, at half of its maximum intensity is a measure of size of
the crystal grains. This is because a larger stack of planes contributing to destructive
interference at off−Bragg angles results in a sharper Bragg peaak, as described by the
Scherrer formula:
b = 0.9λ/∆(2θ) cos θ (5.3)
When the grains are larger than the film thickness, h, then b = h; but when they are
smaller, then the grain size can be estimated from this equation [62].
However, there are several special considerations for using XRD to characterise thin film
samples. First, reflection geometry is used for these measurements as the substrates are
generally too thick for transmission. Second, high angular resolution is required because
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Figure 5.5: Geometry of bulk diffraction from a stack of x-y atomic planes: (a) real-space
construction and (b) reciprocal-space construction [62].
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the peaks from semiconductor materials are sharp due to very low defect densities and
large grain sizes in the material. Consequently, multiple bounce crystal monochromators
are used to provide a highly collimated x-ray beam for these measurements. The detailed
description of x-ray scattering for thin film analysis is comprehensively discussed elsewhere
[27,68,69].
Basic XRD measurements made on thin film samples include:
• Precise lattice constants measurements derived from 2θ-θ scans, which provide
information about lattice mismatch between the film and the substrate and therefore
is indicative of strain and stress
• Rocking curve measurements made by doing a q scan at a fixed 2θ angle, the
width of which is inversely proportionally to the dislocation density in the film and
is therefore used as a gauge of the quality of the film.
• Superlattice measurements in multilayered heteroepitaxial structures, which man-
ifest as satellite peaks surrounding the main diffraction peak from the film. Film
thickness and quality can be deduced from the data.
• Glancing incidence x− ray reflectivity measurements, which can determine the
thickness, roughness, and density of the film. This technique, which will be briefly
decribed in the next section, does not require crystalline film and works even with
amorphous materials.
• Texture measurements
5.3 X-ray reflectometry (XRR)
Additionally to the crystallographic information derived from XRD, there is one other,
simple, but very useful application one can profit from by the use of well focused, monocro-
matic X-rays, namely the so called reflectivity curve or x-ray reflectometry (XRR). The
reflectivity measurements are possible due to the contrast in electronic density between
two layers (or many in the case of multilayers) lying on top of each other. Due to the
interference between the x-ray beams scattered from the different interfaces one is able to
record a scan consisting of so-called Kiessig fringes i.e. intensity maxima corresponding
to constructive interference and minima due to destructive interference. The position of
these features is directly related to the thickness of the layers.
The refractive index (or index of refraction) of a medium is a measure for how much
the speed of light (or other waves such as sound waves) is reduced inside the medium.
The speed of all electromagnetic radiation in vacuum is the same, approximately 3×108
m/s, and is denoted by c. Therefore, if v is the phase velocity of radiation of a specific
frequency in a specific material, the refractive index, n is given by
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n =
c
v
(5.4)
This number is typically greater than one: the higher the index of the material, the more
the light is slowed down. However, at certain frequencies (e.g. near absorption resonances,
and for X-rays), n will actually be smaller than one. This does not contradict the theory
of relativity, which holds that no information-carrying signal can ever propagate faster
than c, because the phase velocity is not the same as the group velocity or the signal
velocity. The refractive index can also be represented as follows:
n = 1− δ + iβ (5.5)
where the two real numbers, δ and β, have the folloqing material and wavelength depen-
dencies:
δ =
2piρaf
0(0)r0
k2
(5.6)
β =
µ
2k
(5.7)
δ is a reduction due to the binding of the electrons in the atom, which is proportional to
the electron density (ρa · f 0(0)) of the material and inversely proportional to the square
of the wavevector k. The imaginary part is related to the absorbtion of x-rays, β being
proportional with the absorbtion coefficient. The refractive index is directly related to the
real and imaginary components of the dispersion corrections (f
′
and f
′′
) in the following
way:
n = 1− 2piρaf
0(0)r0
k2
·
(
f 0(0) + f
′
+ i · f ′′
)
(5.8)
where ρa is the atomic density, f
0(0) is the number of electrons in the atoms and f
′
and
f
′′
are related to each other through the Kramers-Kronig relations. Using the values for f
′
and f
′′
tabulated in crystallographic databases and calculating the overall electron density
of the individual layers and the substrate from the knowledge of the lattice parameters
and the atomic constituents, one can have a good starting point for the refractive index
profile responsible for the shape of the reflectivity curve. The reflectivity from a slab of
material can be calculated using the following equations relating the angular dependence
of the reflected x-rays through the phase factor p to the layer properties such as electron
density, roughness and thickness:
R = |r|2 =
∣∣∣∣ r˜01 + r˜12p21 + r˜01r˜12p2
∣∣∣∣2 (5.9)
with
r˜ij = rij · exp
(−k2σ2j sinαi sinαj
2
)
(5.10)
and
rij =
αi − αj
αi + αj
(5.11)
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Figure 5.6: Typical XRR pattern of a thin film on a substrate. The density, thickness and
roughness of the film are obtained from the critical angle, period of oscillations
and intensity decay, respectively.
where the αi and αj are related through the generalized Snell equation:
ni cosαi = nj cosαj (5.12)
and p2 being given by:
p2 = exp (i2k · sinα1 ·∆) (5.13)
where ∆ represents the thickness of the layer and σi represents the roughness parameter
of the i’th interface. Figure 5.6 shows a typical XRR pattern of a thin film on a substrate.
The density, thickness and roughness of the film are obtained from the critical angle,
period of oscillations and intensity decay, respectively. The detailed analysis of XRR is
discussed elsewhere [27,68,69].
5.4 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)
FT-IR stands for Fourier Transform InfraRed, the preferred method of infrared spec-
troscopy. In infrared spectroscopy, IR radiation is passed through or reflected by a sam-
ple. Some of the infrared radiation is absorbed by the sample and some of it is passed
through (transmitted). The resulting spectrum represents the molecular absorption and
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Figure 5.7: IR regions of the electromagnetic spectrum [70].
transmission, creating a molecular fingerprint of the sample. Like a fingerprint no two
unique molecular structures produce the same infrared spectrum. This makes infrared
spectroscopy useful for several types of analysis.
The infrared (IR) region is devided into three regions: the near, mid and far IR as shown
in Figure 5.7. The mid IR region is of greatest practical use to organic films study. This
is the region of wavelengths between 3×10−4 and 3×10−3 cm. However, IR spectra are
often reported as wavenumber, ν¯. A wavenumber is the inverse of the wavelength in cm:
ν¯ =
1
λ
(5.14)
where ν is in units of cm−1 and λ is in units of cm. and hence,
E = hcν¯ (5.15)
In wavenumbers, the mid IR range is 4000-400 cm−1. An increase in wavenumber corre-
sponds to an increase in energy.
Infrared radiation is absorbed by organic molecules and converted into energy of molecular
vibration. In IR spectroscopy, an organic molecule is exposed to infrared radiation. When
the radiant energy matches the energy of a specific molecular vibration, absorption occurs.
A typical IR spectrum is shown in Figure 5.8. The wavenumber, plotted on the x-axis,
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Figure 5.8: IR spectrum of octane, plotted as transmission (left) and absorbance (right) [70].
is proportional to energy; therefore, the highest energy vibrations are on the left. The
percentage of transmittance (%T) is plotted on the y-axis. An absorption of radiant
energy is represented by a trough in the curve zero transmittance corresponds to 100%
absorption of light at that wavelength. Figure 5.8 shows the same spectrum plotted as T
and as A [70]. Band intensities can be expressed as absorbance (A). Absorbance is the
logarithm, to the base 10, of the reciprocal of the transmittance.
A = log10
1
T
(5.16)
The wavenumbers (sometimes referred to as frequencies) at which an organic molecule
absorbs radiation give information on functional groups present in the molecule. The
detailed discussion of such spectra is explained elsewhere [71].
6 Experimental setup
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part is the experimental setup for
the study of the growth of perylene thin crystalline films. Two aspects are considered,
which are the temperature dependence of dislocation formation in perylene films and
the temperature dependence of perylene thin film growth on gold substrates. The first
experiment is carried out with evaporated perylene thin films on glass substrates, which
is coated by sputtered Al2O3 layer of 50 nm thickness. While the second one is perylene
thin films on evaporated gold layers (thickness = 50 nnm) on top of glass substrates. The
geometry of the samples is shown in Figure 6.1.
The second part of the chapter focuses on the experimental setup for the study of the
growth of α-NPD amorphous films prepared by two different thin film deposition tech-
niques, which are the organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD) and the vacuum thermal
evaporation (VTE). For the study of influence of chamber pressures and deposition rates
on α-NPD films, deposited by OVPD1 system, a chamber pressure is a variable deposition
parameter, which is different from the VTE. The sample preparation have been provided
by AIXTRON AG and thin film analysis has been performed at Institute of Physics (IA),
RWTH Aachen University. The study of the temperature dependence of α-NPD thin film
growth by the VTE has been also performed. Both of the sample preparation and thin
film analysis in this experiment have been carried out in house at Institute of Physics
(IA), RWTH Aachen University.
6.1 Crystalline thin film growth study (Perylene)
6.1.1 Temperature dependence of dislocation formation in perylene
films
The previous study of the evolution of screw dislocation growth of perylene films on top of
a sputtered alumina layer at room temperature has revealed the growth of highly ordered
1 OVPD technology has been exclusively licensed to AIXTRON from Universal Display Corporation
(UDC), Ewing, N.J. USA for equipment manufacturing. The term OVPD is registered as a trademark
of AIXTRON.
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Figure 6.1: Sample geometries.
perylene films by a dislocation-assisted growth model. [72]. Hence, in this study, the sub-
strate temperature during the deposition will be investigated as an important deposition
parameter. This study is hence geared towards on an investigation of dislocation-assisted
growth at different substrate temperatures.
The experiment is divided into three parts. The first part is focused on the temperature
dependence of perylene thin film growth with increasing film thicknesses (100 nm - 1000
nm) at the substrate temperature of 35 ◦C. The deposition rate is fixed at 2 A˚/s.
Subsequently, the correlation between deposition rates (2 A˚/s - 10 A˚/s) and an evolution
of dislocation-assisted growth of perylene films has been observed at a constant substrate
temperature of 35 ◦C and a constant film thickness of 1000 nm.
The third part is related to the influence of different substrate temperatures (-8 ◦C - 35
◦C) on an evolution of dislocations in perylene thin films at the constant deposition rate
of 2 A˚/s. The film thickness is fixed at 1000 nm. The morphology and structure has been
studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and X-ray diffractometry2 (XRD).
Substrate cleaning
Glass substrate Glass substrates (Schott AG, D263) were cleaned by isopropanol (35◦C)
in an ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes. This step was repeated three times and the samples
were afterwards dried with nitrogen gas.
Sputtered alumina on top of glass substrate Afterwards, an amorphous thin layer (50
nm) of Al2O3 was deposited by DC reactive sputtering. The roughness of this surface
2XRD measurements performed by Philip Schulz
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Figure 6.2: Schematic view of the DC-magnetron sputtering [68].
was below 0.3 nm. The Al2O3/glass substrates were treated with H2SO4 solution (98%)
before the evaporation of the perylene thin film on these substrates. The acid cleaning
was employed to remove OH-group on the top of sputtered alumina and contamination
layers. The procedure employed can be listed as follows
• Fill H2SO4 (98%) solution into a 25 ml-beaker (acid beaker).
• Fill ultrapure water into three 500 ml beakers.
• Hold the substrate with teflon tweezers on one edge.
• Dip the substrate into the acid beaker for 10 seconds.
• Directly immerse the sample in three ultrapure water beakers subsequently.
• Place the sample in the spin-coater to dry is with 4000 rpm for 30 seconds.
• Bring the cleaned substrate to the evaporation system immediately to avoid further
contamination surface. If possible, it should be transported to the system by keeping
it in a small glass tube under gas atmosphere.
Reactive DC-magnetron sputtering system
As mentioned previously, the alumina layer has been sputtered on top of glass substrates
by reactive DC-magnetron sputtering (Figure 6.2). This method is one of the most im-
portant coating technologies available, for example, for architectural glass coating.
Reactive DC-magnetron sputtering, employed in the course of this study, is in a vacuum
system, which has the possibility to insert six targets into the base plate of the cylindrical
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vacuum chamber. These targets are connected to a water cooled copper plate, ensuring
electrical and thermal contacts. Only one target can be exposed for deposition through
an aperture mask, while the other targets are shielded from being coated. Six samples
can be installed and sputtered with high reproducibility in one sample holder position
due to the small size of our glass substrate (1×2 cm2).
To apply high voltages to the target, a plasma power supply with arc suppression is em-
ployed. The alumina films were deposited in constant current mode. To regulate the gas
composition and pressure during deposition, mass flow controllers are used. The operation
process is controlled by a software developed internally. In reactive DC-magnetron sput-
tering, a conducting target is required, aluminium in this case. Sputtering takes place in
the evacuated chamber with the background pressure lower than 10−5 mbar. Afterwards,
a non-reactive gas, argon gas in this case, floods the system. A negative DC potential is
applied to the conducting target, which acts as the cathode with respect to the chamber
(ground). The formation of a plasma is started by the applied voltage. The plasma is a
quasi-neutral mixture of positive ions, electrons and neutral particles, which interact with
each other and with the target. The target, hence, is eroded by the energetic ions, which
dislocate some atoms from the target’s surface. However, it is needed to have a stable
plasma inside the chamber prior to start the sputtering process in order to obtain high
quality sputtered film. In our case, oxygen gas is added to the argon flow to chemically
react with aluminium atoms to obtain sputtered alumina films on the substrate.
Evaporation of perylene thin film by vacuum thermal evaporation
For the evaporation of perylene films in this study, the resistive evaporation of organic
molecules has been employed. The evaporation chamber can be divided into three sep-
arted parts. The top part is equipped with the water cooling pipes connected to the
quartz crystal microbalance, electrical part from the heating-cooling plate and thermo-
couple. Inside of this part, it consists of the sample holder, shutter, the sensor head and
heating-cooling plate provides the possibility to change substrate temperature. Substrate
temperature is monitored by thermocouple. The crucible, heated by resistive wires and
connected to the electrodes with water-cooling supply, is located in the bottom of the
chamber.
Chamber preparation Perylene powder with the purity of 99.5% is purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. A quartz glass crucible is filled with perylene. Two substrates are in-
stalled beneath a mask. Thermocouple is attached one substrate, used as a temperature-
monitored substrate. and close the shutter between the crucible and the sample. The
chamber is evacuated. At the same time of evacuation, the current is applied to the
heating-cooling plate to heat the substrate until reaching to the required temperature.
The evaporation of perylene is operated only when the chamber pressure is reached to
≈10−6 mbar.
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Figure 6.3: Crucible for perylene evaporation [68].
Pre-evaporation step To enable the evaporation, the crucible is heated electrically by
the resistive tungsten filament. During the initial evaporation, the deposition rate, mon-
itored by the quartz crystal microbalance, has not reached to the expected value yet.
Therefore, the sample, installed at the sample holder, must be shielded by the shutter,
which will be opened after reaching to the required deposition rate.
Evaporation At the required deposition rate, it is necessary to ensure the stability of
the deposition rate prior to open the shutter and also during the whole period of thin
film deposition. Moreover, the substrate temperature is monitored to ensure the constant
desired substrate temperature as well. After obtaining the desired thickness of perylene
thin film, the shutter is needed to be closed immediately to prevent the sample from
further deposition of evaporated perylene, which is still remained in the chamber.
After finishing film evaporation The power supplies for both of crucible and heating-
cooling plate are switched off. Prior to break the vacuum, it is important to wait until the
sample cools down to the room temperature inside vacuum in the chamber. Afterwards,
the vacuum pumps are switched off and nitrogen gas is introduced into the chamber.
Hence, the chamber pressure will gradually increase to the atmospheric pressure.
6.1.2 Temperature dependence of perylene thin film growth on gold
substrates
Elongated rectangular grain shapes and some flat islands have been observed for the
growth of perylene thin films on gold substrates, deposited at room temperature [73].
In this section, the growth of perylene thin films on gold substrates at a high substrate
temperature of 35 ◦C has been investigated. Since the performance of organic-based elec-
tronic and optoelectronic devices depends in a very direct way on the electronic structure
of metal/organic interfaces and the charge carrier injection efficiency at these interfaces;
hence, it is important to have a detailed understanding of film morphology, growth and
structure of organic thin films on a metallic substrate [74]Typically, at the early stage of
growth of organic thin film on the metallic substrate, the molecule-substrate interaction
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is dominant. These organic molecules are subsequently adsorbed in a lying geometry on
the metallic substrate and after reaching a certain thickness, organic molecules will stand
almost perpendicular to the substrate [57, 74, 75]. In this study, the glass substrate was
coated by evaporated gold layer with a thickness of 50 nm, which is thick and smooth
enough to suppress the influence of glass substrate on perylene film growth since we want
to focus the growth on a metallic surface. Subsequently, perylene thin films were de-
posited on top of the evaporated gold substrate by the VTE. The correlation between
film thickness (100 nm - 1000 nm) and substrate temperature (35 ◦C) has been studied
at the constant deposition of 2 A˚/s. The experiment, related to the influence of elevated
substrate temperature (35 ◦C) on the perylene films on gold substrates at different de-
position rates (2 A˚/s - 10 A˚/s), has also been performed. Afterwards, AFM, XRD3 and
FT-IR4 have been employed to investigate surface morphology, structral properties and
molecular vibrations, respectively.
Glass substrate cleaning
Glass substrate (Schott AG, D263) were treated prior to deposit gold layer by the same
procedure as explained in section 6.1.1.
Thermal evaporation of gold layer
The thermal evaporation chamber for gold layers is larger than the organic evaporation
chamber. A quartz glass bell jar, protected by a safety aluminum cage, covers the interior
of the system. The distance between tungsten boat, filled with a material to be deposited
which is granular gold in this case, and the sample holder is approximately 40 cm. The
evacuation of the chamber can be reached to a pressure of 10−5 mbar. The evaporation
process follows the same procedure as for the perylene evaporation chamber, except the
heating-cooling plate which is not included in this system. The deposition rate of gold
evaporation, applied through out the study, is approximately between 2 to 4 A˚/s. Af-
terwards, the gold substrate is further deposited the perylene thin film in the perylene
evaporation chamber as described in section 6.1.1.
3XRD measurements performed by Philip Schulz
4FT-IR measurements performed by Azadeh Farahzadi
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6.1.3 Morphological study by AFM
Calculation of density of screw dislocation
The tapping mode AFM has been used to image the surface. The measured surface topog-
raphy is represented as a surface profile z(x,y), from which the surface roughness can be
determined. In this study, the root mean square roughness is calculated by the operating
software of the instrument (NanoScope R© IIIa 5.12), and is based on the standard devi-
ation of the z-values (heights) over a 512×512 matrix of data points of a 10 µm×10 µm
area. Afterwards, the average of the root mean square roughness has been calculated from
three AFM images for each sample. To calculate the average density of screw dislocations
in the perylene films, they have counted manually from AFM images and averaged over
6 contrastenhanced images over a 512×512 matrix of data points of a 5 µm×5 µm area
by applying the edge enhance mode for the analysis.
Calculation of the latteral correlation length
For quantitative analysis in real space of film morpholoy, revealed in AFM images, the
height-height correlation function has been applied to this analysis5.
Since the height-height correlation function will be applied to calculate from AFM im-
ages, obtained from the discrete scans containing N×N equidistant pixels, therefore, the
discrete approximations of the functions will only be considered in this case. Given a
surface morphology described by such a function, zij, which assigns to each point xi, yj a
height z(xi,yj) = z(r) in Cartesian coordinates, the 2D heightheight correlation function
is defined as
C(r) = 〈[z (r0 + r)− 〈z〉] [z (r0)− 〈z〉]〉 (6.1)
, where 〈. . .〉 means the average over all possible pairs in the matrix that are separated
by r = xex + yey. The z values are the deviations from the average height 〈z〉. One can
now contruct such morphologies and fit them to the measured one. This fit procedure can
either be performed in real space by comparing the heightheight correlation functions or
in reciprocal space by comparingthe measured intensity with the amplitude of the Fourier
transform of the heightheight correlation function.
The surface order can be classified into two cases. Firstly,a random rough surface case is
charaterised by the complete absence of long-range order. In case that a surface shows
a fractal behaviour, such as the vertical roughness scales with the size of the measured
area, it is called self- similar or self-affine. In the self-similar case, the length scale in all
three dimensions is in the same range or so called cauliflower surface. In the self-affine
5Calculations have been performed by Azadeh Farahzadi.
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Figure 6.4: 1D height−height correlation function C(x) averaged over all scan lines. The lateral
correlation length, ξ is determined by the 1/e fall−off of C(x) [76].
case, the height fluctuations of a surface are much smaller than the lateral dimensions,
which is usually the case for substrates in thin film growth. The height-height correlation
function for a surface that shows a self-affine fractal behaviour on a short length scale
and that is smooth on a long length scale, can be simply written as
C(r) = σ2 exp
[− (|r| /ξ)2α] (6.2)
,where σ denotes the root mean square of the deviations of the surface from the average
height level 〈z〉. The term of rms roughness is commonly used to refer it. Regarding to the
equation 6.2, C(0) = σ2, therefore, the rms roughness , which is the most used parameter
to characterise the vertical roughness of a surface or interface, can be calculated from zij
as following:
σ =
√√√√ 1
N2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
[z (xi yj)− 〈z〉]2 (6.3)
The lateral correlation length, ξ in the equation 6.2, denotes the average length for which
the heights between two surface points are correlated. It is a measure for the lateral
fluctuation of the roughness. The lateral correlation length is characterised by the value
of |r| at which C(r) decays to σ2/e as shown in Figure 6.4.
6.1.4 Study of structural properties by X-ray diffraction
A Philips X’pert MRD diffractometer, employing CuKα radiation, was performed for
studying the structural properties through out this work (Figure 6.5). Different configu-
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Figure 6.5: Overview of the Philips X’pert MRD system. PRS, PAS and PDS stand for Pro-
grammable Receiving Slit, Programmable Anti-scatter Slit and Programmable Di-
vergence Slit, respectively. The sample can be rotated in any of the three eulerian
directions [68].
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rations, depending on the desired analysis, can be used in this fully-computer-controlled
system. Regarding to the required measurement, line or point focus can be chosen. Line
focus is ideally used for phase analysis and reflectometry measurements while point focus
is employed for texture and stress determination. Further detailed calculations and data
analysis are described elsewhere [68,69].
6.1.5 Molecular vibrational study by FT-IR
FT-IR measurement has been performed by BRUKER-IFS 66v/s spectrometer system,
to study molecular vibrations of perylene thin film on gold substrates. The IFS 66v/s
consists of five units: optics module, electronics unit, water cooling unit, vacuum system
and PC data station. Additional information about experimental setup has been described
elsewhere [71].
6.2 Amorphous thin film growth study (α-NPD)
6.2.1 Influence of chamber pressure and deposition rate on α-NPD
film by OVPD
This part is focused on the study of amorphous thin film growth. The influence of cham-
ber pressure and deposition rate at different substrate temperatures on N,N′-diphenyl-
N,N′-bis(1-naphthyl)-1-1′biphenyl-4,4′′diamine (α-NPD) film growth deposited on silicon
substrates by the organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD) has been investigated. This
material was chosen since it is frequently used as the hole transport material (HTM) in
OLEDs. The silicon substrates were cleaned by acetone and isopropanol in an ultrasonic
bath, and dried by nitrogen gas, subsequently. Afterwards, α-NPD films with a thickness
of 50 nm have been deposited on top of the cleaned silicon substrates by the OVPD at dif-
ferent deposition rates (2 A˚/s - 17 A˚/s) and different chamber pressures (0.60 mbar - 1.80
mbar). The samples were prepared at two different substrate temperatures, i.e. 5 ◦C and
45 ◦C, respectively. The design of the experiment was based on the industrial requirements
and scientific interests. The low and moderate deposition rates are operating parameter,
which are commonly used to produce OLED thin film in OVPD system [3, 77, 78]. For
the economic reasons, high deposition rates are desirable to reduce the cost of ownership.
For scientific interests, it is necessary to understand the influence of deposition rate and
chamber pressure upon organic film morphology and structural properties. In this study,
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and X-Ray Reflectometry (XRR) have been employed to
investigate film morphology and structural properties, respectively. Quantitative analysis
has also been performed by calculation of correlation length from AFM images.
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Substrate cleaning
The silicon substrate is covered by photoresist from the manufaturer. Therefore, it is
needed to remove before thin film deposition. Warm acetone, isopropanol (99%) and
Piranha etch solution (1:3 of H2O2:H2SO4) are used as cleaning solution. The cleaning
procedure follows the steps as following6:
• Fix the substrates in a sample holder and place into acetone bath for 5 minutes.
• Remove the substrates from the first step and place into warm acetone in ultrasonic
bath for 5 minutes. This procedure is repeated twice with fresh acetone.
• Place the substrates into warm isopropanol in ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes
• Place the substrates into isopropanol bath and then dry with nitrogen gas.
• Clean with Piranha etch solution (1:3 of H2O2:H2SO4) at 70◦C in ultrasonic bath.
• Rinse the substrates with deionized water and dry with spin coater.
Evaporation of α-NPD thin film by the OVPD
All the samples in this study have been prepared by AIXTRON AG. The detailed of
OVPD system has already described in the chapter of thin film deposition techniques.
6.2.2 Temperature dependence of α-NPD thin film growth by the
VTE
In a vacuum thermal evaporation, the different deposition parameter, which cannot be
varied, from OVPD is the chamber pressure. However, the other variable deposition pa-
rameters in VTE, which are deposition rate and substrate temperature during deposition,
exhibit an impact on structure and morphology of the amorphous organic layer as well.
The understanding of the influence of these deposition parameters on thin film growth
is important for modifying and tailoring the thin film properties suitable for specific ap-
plications. In this section, the temperature dependence of α-NPD thin film growth by
the VTE has been investigated. The α-NPD thin films were deposited on top of silicon
substrates with the thickness of 50 nm. The deposition rates are varied from 0.5 A˚/s to 10
A˚/s. Four different substrate temperatures are varied from -45 ◦C to 65 ◦C. Additionally,
at the deposition rate of 2 A˚/s, the substrate temperatures are increased upto 105 ◦C for
further investigation of wetting behavior of α-NPD on the silicon substrate. Afterwards,
several thin film analysis techniques, which are AFM and XRR, have been employed.
6Substrates were prepared by Frank Jessen
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Figure 6.6: Al2O3 crucible used for the evaporation of α-NPD. The heating filament is placed
in between the lamellae in the perimeter [69].
Substrate cleaning
Warm acetone and isopropanol (99%)were employed as cleaning solutions for silicon sub-
strates in this study. The cleaning procedure follows the steps stated below:
• Fix the substrates in a sample holder and place into warm acetone in ultrasonic
bath for 15 minutes.
• Remove the substrates from the first step and place the substrates into warm iso-
propanol in ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes. This procedure is repeated twice with
fresh isopropanol.
• Dry with nitrogen gas.
Evaporation of α-NPD thin film by the VTE
The principle is the same as already described previously in section 6.1.1. Since α-NPD
has higher melting temperature than perylene. The crucible, used in this case, is made of
alumina and has slightly different geometry than the quartz crucible as shown in Figure
6.6.
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6.2.3 Morphological study by AFM
The surface morphology has been investigated via the tapping mode AFM. The root mean
square roughness is calculated by the operating software of the instrument as described
previously. Afterwards, the calculation of the lateral correlation length has also been
extracted7.
6.2.4 Study of structural properties by X-ray reflectometry (XRR)
Since the α-NPD thin films in this study are amorphous, hence, the XRR8 has been
employed to investigate the surface roughness and film density through out this study.
The detailed analysis method was described elsewhere [68,69].
7Calculations performed by Azadeh Farahzadi.
8Measurements performed by Maryam Beigmohamadi and Philip Schulz
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7 Influence of deposition parameters on
perylene thin film growth
7.1 Temperature dependence of dislocation formation in
perylene films
We have recently studied the growth of highly ordered perylene thin films on top of an
amorphous oxide layer [72]. The perylene films were deposited at room temperature. A
dislocation-assisted growth was observed. Figure 7.1 shows AFM images of the perylene
films, grown on Al2O3 layers (thickness = 50 nm) with increasing film thickness. The
overgrowth of a perylene film is illustrated in Figure 7.1(g), which is the AFM in the
edge-enhance mode. The dislocation and grain density were counted from the AFM
images. With increasing film thickness, the dislocation and grain density decrease. At the
beginning of nucleation and growth of perylene films, there are a number of dislocations,
which are accompanied into the film for the stress relaxation. As soon as these dislocations
are corporated with the growing of perylene grains, the grain formation associates with
an energy gain due to stress release. The dislocation line length increases more and
more during the growth and also reach from the bottom (the substrate where they are
pinned at) to the top of perylene grains. This leads to an increase of elastic energy,
stored in the grain during the growth and the increase of dislocation length. Therefore, to
minimize this stored elastic energy, the system needs to limit the growth of the dislocation
length by dislocation reactions or trapping of the dislocation line end points at grain
boundaries, where they do not need to move with the growth front anymore. Hence, the
density of intersection points of screw dislocations at the growth front is reduced when
the film thickness is thicker. Experimentally, this concept is in agreement with the AFM
observations and the reduction of microstrain from XRD measurement.
Regarding to the previous study, in this work the substrate temperature is included as
an important deposition parameter. The temperature dependence of an evolution of
dislocations in perylene films with increasing film thickness and deposition rate have
been studied. The perylene films were deposited by vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE).
The film morphology and the structural properties have been investigated by atomic
force microscopy (AFM) and X-ray diffractometry (XRD). The surface roughness and
screw dislocation density have been analyzed by the AFM. Our quantitative analysis
also includes the determination of the lateral correlation length, extracted from AFM
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Figure 7.1: (a)-(g) AFM images for the perylene films with increasing film thickness grown on
Al2O3. Figure (h) is the edge-enhancement mode of Figure (g) and the part in the
circle shows overgrowth. The scan size is 5µm × 5 µm [72].
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images. An analysis of the XRD peak profiles allowed us to determine the microstrain and
vertical grain size. A comparison of the perylene thin film growth at different substrate
temperatures will be presented.
7.1.1 Evolution of dislocation formation in perylene films with
increasing film thickness
Figure 7.2 represents the surface morphology of perylene thin films with increasing film
thickness from 100 nm to 1000 nm. The substrate is a glass, coated by a sputtered
Al2O3 layer (thickness = 50 nm) on top. Afterwards, perylene films were deposited on
substrates at the deposition rate of 2 A˚/s by vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE). The
substrate temperature is fixed at 35 ◦C. Perylene thin films do not fully wet substrates
below a thickness of 500 nm. With increasing film thickness from 100 nm to 400 nm, the
surface roughness increases (Figure 7.3) and perylene films do not fully wet substrates.
The surface roughness decreases for thicker films (500 nm - 1000 nm).
For thinner films between 100 nm and 400 nm, the grain shapes show a mixture between
rod-liked features and flat grains. The grain shape becomes more homogeneous with
increasing film thickness.
For thicker films between 500 nm and 1000 nm, most of the grains are flat. A dislocation-
assisted growth is observed for all perylene films. The perylene thin films contain screw
dislocations within the grains as shown in the inset of each AFM image in Figure 7.2.
For a quantitative analysis, a dislocation density was extracted from the AFM images.
Due to the mixture of rod-liked features and flat islands, it is difficult to determine a
number of dislocation per grain. Hence, the number of dislocations per grain was not
included in the analysis.
Figure 7.4 shows that the dislocation density increases with increasing film thickness. For
thinner films between 100 nm and 400 nm, which do not fully wet substrates, the lateral
correlation length gradually decreases with increasing film thickness due to the mixture
of grain shapes. After perylene films fully wet substrates and grain shapes become more
homogeneous, the lateral correlation length is nearly constant.
The XRD measurement shows that all of perylene thin films in this series are highly
textured. The characteristic perylene peaks, obtained from XRD spectrum, are (001),
(002), (003) and (004), respectively as shown in Figure 7.5. With increasing film thickness,
the crystallinity increases(Figure 7.6). The highest integral intensity and the maximum
intensity are reached for the thickest perylene film (1000 nm). The vertical grain size
gradually increases with increasing film thickness. At a film thickness of 500 nm, the
vertical grain size drops because at this film thickness, the perylene film fully wets the
substrate. Therefore, the average vertical grain size value decreases due to the formation
of new grains. Figure 7.7 represents the microstrain. There is no significant change with
increasing film thickness.
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Figure 7.2: AFM images of perylene films. Perylene was deposited on top of glass substrates
with increasing film thickness. Glass substrates were coated by an Al2O3 layer.
The substrate temperature and the deposition rate are fixed at 35 ◦C and 2 A˚/s,
respectively. The scan size is 10 µm × 10 µm. The color-height-scale corresponds
to 300 nm. The inset of each AFM image represents contrast enhanced AFM
images, which show evidences of screw dislocations in perylene films. The image
size of each inset is 2.5 µm × 2.5 µm.
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Figure 7.3: Root mean square roughness of perylene films as a function of film thickness.
Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates. Glass substrates were
coated by an Al2O3 layer. The substrate temperature and the deposition rate are
fixed at 35 ◦C and 2 A˚/s, respectively.
Figure 7.4: Dislocation density and lateral correlation length of perylene films as a function
of film thickness. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates. Glass
substrates were coated by an Al2O3 layer. The substrate temperature and the
deposition rate are fixed at 35 ◦C and 2 A˚/s, respectively.
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Figure 7.5: XRD spectrum of perylene films. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass
substrates with increasing film thickness. Glass substrates were coated by an Al2O3
layer. The substrate temperature and the deposition rate are fixed at 35 ◦C and 2
A˚/s, respectively.
The perylene thin film growth mechanism is a dislocation-assisted growth. Complete
spiral features appear more frequently with increasing film thickness. Since perylene films
were deposited at a high substrate temperature of 35 ◦C, the degree of supersaturation is
low because of the high desorption rate of molecules.
Generally, a growth at a high supersaturation condition occurs because the flux of
molecules attaching to a substrate exceeds the flux of molecules detaching from the surface.
Let us assume that the substrate surface is perfect and does not have a source (nuclei)
for growth. Molecules need to have enough thermodynamic driving force to overcome an
energy barrier and to start a nucleation process. A sufficiently high supersaturation is
required to form a molecular cluster with a critical size for nucleation and growth [79].
A supersaturation of a system gives us some information about how far the system is from
the thermal equilibrium state by using it for the calculation of the thermodynamic driving
force of a system, ∆µ (Equation 2.9). If the thermodynamic driving force is zero, the sys-
tem is in thermal equilibrium. It is a positive value for a system during condensation and
a negative value for a system during sublimation/evaporation. According to the growth
rate equation (see Equation 2.10), it can be written as a function of the thermodynamic
driving force as the following equation:
R = p/(2pimkT )1/2 = A(∆µ/kT )2 (7.1)
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Figure 7.6: Integral intensity, maximum intensity and vertical grain size of perylene films as a
function of film thickness. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates.
Glass substrates were coated by an Al2O3 layer. The substrate temperature and
the deposition rate are fixed at 35 ◦C and 2 A˚/s, respectively.
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Figure 7.7: Microstrain of perylene films as a function of film thickness. Perylene films were
deposited on top of glass substrates. Glass substrates were coated by a Al2O3
layer. The substrate temperature and the deposition rate are fixed at 35 ◦C and 2
A˚/s, respectively.
where A is a constant. Figure 7.8 shows the growth rate (R) as a function of driving
force. If the system is near the thermal equilibrium, thin film growth is governed by
the dislocation-assisted growth mechanism. This case happens at low supersaturation
conditions because the critical size is large; hence, the nucleation is difficult.
However, due to different thermal expansion coefficients of a perylene film and a glass sub-
strate, the misfit at the film/substrate interface induces strain at the interface. Energetics
provide the favored surface diffision condition via a high substrate temperature. It leads
to the film relaxation resulting in the formation of screw dislocations at a film/substrate
interface. These screw dislocations provide nucleation sites for arriving molecules. It is not
necessary for molecules to overcome an energy barrier because screw dislocations provide
nucleation sites for them. Therefore, crystals can grow below a critical thermodynamic
driving force of the two-dimensional nucleation growth mechanism.
At a higher supersaturation, the thin film growth mechanism changes from the dislocation-
assisted growth to the two-dimensional nucleation growth at the temperature of T∗. Be-
cause the critical size is smaller; nucleation is easier. Moreover, molecules have enough
thermodynamic driving force to overcome an energy barrier. With further increasing
the supersaturation, at the temperature of T∗∗, the thin film growth changes to become
rough surface or the adhesive type [38,42,79–81]. The morphological instability becomes
important in the adhesive-type growth, which occurs at high supersaturation. In the
adhesive-type growth, the thermodynamic driving force is large, which means that the
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Figure 7.8: Growth rate as a function of driving force relations. Curve A shows the dislocation-
assisted growth mecahnism. Curve B represents the two-dimensional or the three-
dimensional nucleation growth mechanism. and Curve C denotes the adhesive-type
(or rough surface) mechanism [40].
growth temperature (substrate temperature) is low and the growth rate is high. Due to
low substrate temperature and high growth rate, the surface diffusion is suppressed and
the diffusion time of arriving molecules on the substrate surface is insufficient. Arriving
molecules prefer to stick at positions nearby an area reached at the time of arrival and
create morphological instability resulting in dendritic growth (Figure 7.9) [40].
Figure 7.10(a) shows a continuous deformation of a plane in a block model and Figure
7.10(b) shows the form of a simple cubic crystal when a screw dislocation emerges at
normal incidence at the cube-face. When the dislocations are present, the crystal face
always has exposed molecular terraces on which growth can continue and the need for the
two-dimensional or three dimensional nucleation never arises [38].
7.1.2 Evolution of dislocation formation in perylene films with
increasing deposition rates
To further investigate the influence of supersaturation in the thin film growth mechanism,
an evolution of dislocation formation is perylene films with increasing deposition rates
has been studied. According to the previous section, the thickest perylene film (1000 nm)
shows complete spiral features in the AFM image. Hence, in this study, the film thickness
is fixed at 1000 nm. The substrate temperature is kept constant at 35 ◦C . Deposition
rates are varied from 2 A˚/s to 10 A˚/s.
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Figure 7.9: The process of changes in morphology due to morphological instability. (a)-(e)
Starting from a smooth interface, it is seen that the morphology changes to a cusp
array, to a rod structure, to a dendritic structure [40].
Figure 7.10: (a) Deformation of a plane in a simple cubic crystal. (b) Spiral-staircase, gener-
ated by a screw dislocation onto the crystal surface [38].
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Figure 7.11: AFM images of perylene films. Perylene films were deposited with increasing
deposition rate on top of glass substrates. Glass substrates were coated by an
Al2O3 layer. The substrate temperature and the film thickness are fixed at 35 ◦C
and 1000 nm, respectively. The scan size is 10 µm × 10 µm. The color-height-
scale corresponds to 50 nm. The inset of each AFM image represents contrast
enhanced AFM images, which show evidence of screw dislocations in perylene
films. The image size of each inset is 2.5 µm × 2.5 µm.
Figure 7.11 shows AFM images of perylene films. The evidence of screw dislocations can
be observed in the constrast enhanced AFM images as shown in the inset of Figure 7.11.
In this series, it is possible to calculate the number of dislocation per grain because the
grain shape is homogeneous. The surface roughness slightly decreases with increasing
deposition rate (Figure 7.12). Figure 7.13 also shows the same tendency for the lateral
correlation length and the number of dislocations per grain with increasing deposition
rate.
The highly textured crystalline perylene films are shown in Figure 7.14 with the same
characteristic perylene peaks (001), (002), (003) and (004) as the previous series. When
the deposition rate increases, the crystallinity of perylene film decreases. At the low-
est deposition rate (2 A˚/s), the perylene film has the highest integral intensity and the
maximum intensity as shown in Figure 7.15. The microstrain of perylene films is most-
likely constant (Figure 7.16). Figure 7.15 shows that the vertical grain size decreases with
increasing deposition rate.
The film growth mechanism is the dislocation-assisted growth. With increasing deposition
rate, complete spiral features are less remarkable and also the number of dislocations per
grain decreases because the degree of supersaturation increases. Hence, a thin film growth
starts to change from the dislocation-assisted growth to the two-dimensional growth. The
system is further away from the thermal equilibrium when the deposition rates increase
(higher supersaturation) [38,42,79–81].
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Figure 7.12: Surface roughness of perylene films as a function of deposition rate. Perylene
films were deposited on top of glass substrates. Glass substrates were coated by
an Al2O3 layer. The substrate temperature and the film thickness are fixed at 35
◦C and 1000 nm, respectively.
Figure 7.13: Lateral correlation length and number of dislocations per grain of perylene films
as a function of deposition rate. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass
substrates. Glass substrates were coated by an Al2O3 layer. The substrate tem-
perature and the film thickness are fixed at 35 ◦C and 1000 nm, respectively.
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Figure 7.14: XRD spectrum of perylene films. Perylene films were deposited with increasing
deposition rate on top of glass substrates. Glass substrates were coated by a
Al2O3 layer. The substrate temperature and the film thickness are fixed at 35 ◦C
and 1000 nm, respectively.
7.1.3 Influence of substrate temperature on the evolution of
dislocation-assisted growth in perylene films
Since the thermodynamic driving force is related to the substrate temperature; hence,
an additional experiment for studying the influence of substrate temperatures on the
evolution of dislocation-assisted growth in perylene films have been performed.
Figure 7.17 shows the surface morphology of perylene thin films with a constant film
thickness of 1000 nm. Perylene films were deposited at different substrate temperatures
from -8 ◦C to 35 ◦C. The deposition rate is fixed at 2 A˚/s. At the low substrate tempera-
tures between -8 ◦C and 8 ◦C, the grains show rod-like features. With increasing substrate
temperature from 18 ◦C to 35 ◦C, grains become flat with evidence of screw dislocations
within grains. The surface roughness increases with increasing substrate temperature
(Figure 7.18).
The XRD spectrum shows the characteristic perylene peaks (001), (002), (003) and (004),
respectively (Figure 7.19). The d-spacing of perylene is approximately 10 A˚. Figure
7.20 shows the decrease of d-spacings with increasing substrate temperatures. A good
agreement between the decrease of microstrain and of d-spacing with increasing substrate
temperatures are illustrated in Figure 7.20. When substrate temperatures increase, the
crystallinity of perylene films improves, which is represented in Figure 7.21 as the increase
of the integral intensity and the maximum intensity.
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Figure 7.15: Integral intensity, maximum intensity and vertical grain size of perylene films
as a function of deposition rate. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass
substrates. Glass substrates were coated by a Al2O3 layer. The substrate tem-
perature and the film thickness are fixed at 35 ◦C and 1000 nm, respectively.
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Figure 7.16: Microstrain of perylene films as a function of deposition rate. Perylene films were
deposited on top of glass substrates. Glass substrates were coated by a Al2O3
layer. The substrate temperature and the film thickness are fixed at 35 ◦C and
1000 nm, respectively.
At low substrate temperatures between -8 ◦C and 8 ◦C, the surface diffusion is suppressed.
Due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of perylene films and substrates, the
relaxation of a film/substrate interface is difficult resulting in high microstrains within
perylene films. With increasing substrate temperature, the dislocation-assisted growth
is observed. The microstrain decreases with increasing substrate temperature. Since the
surface diffusion becomes more favorable, the relaxation of the film/substrate interface
is feasible. This leads to a formation of dislocations at the film/substrate interface, in
which, subsequently, provides the spiral staircase for further dislocation-assisted growth
mechanism of perylene films at the high substrate temperatures (18 ◦C and 35 ◦C).
7.2 Temperature dependence of a perylene thin film
growth on gold substrates
The growth of perylene on a Au(111) layer has been investigated by Beigmohamadi [68].
The substrate temperature was fixed at room temperature. In the case of perylene on
Au(111), the strong interaction with the substrate force the molecules to lie with the long
axis parallel to the substrate. For the thinner film, molecules grow with the molecular
stacking axis, parallel to the substrate. At higher coverages, a morphological transition
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Figure 7.17: AFM images of perylene films. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass
substrates with increasing substrate temperature. Glass substrates were coated
by an Al2O3 layer. The deposition rate and the film thickness are fixed at 2 A˚/s
and 1000 nm, respectively. The scan size is 10 µm × 10 µm. The color-height-
scale corresponds to 50 nm. The inset of each AFM image represents contrast
enhanced AFM images, which show evidences of screw dislocations in perylene
films. The image size of each inset is 2.5 µm × 2.5 µm.
Figure 7.18: Root mean square roughness of perylene films as a function of substrate temper-
ature. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates. Glass substrates
were coated by an Al2O3 layer. The deposition rate and the film thickness are
fixed at 2 A˚/s and 1000 nm, respectively.
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Figure 7.19: XRD spectrum of perylene films. Perylene films were deposited with increasing
substrate temperature on top of glass substrates. Glass substrates were coated
by an Al2O3 layer. The deposition rate and the film thickness are fixed at 2 A˚/s
and 1000 nm, respectively.
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Figure 7.20: Microstrain and d-spacing of perylene films as a function of substrate tempera-
ture. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates. Glass substrates
were coated by an Al2O3 layer. The deposition rate and the film thickness are
fixed at 2 A˚/s and 1000 nm, respectively.
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Figure 7.21: Integral intensity and maximum intensity of perylene films as a function of sub-
strate temperature. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates.
Glass substrates were coated by an Al2O3 layer. The deposition rate and the film
thickness are fixed at 2 A˚/s and 1000 nm, respectively.
takes place and the molecules stand perpendicular to the substrate. Taking into account
the identifying characteristics of organic molecules (weak intermolecular bonding and
highly anisotropic interactions) is crucial to understand and to control the film growth
mechanism of perylene films.
For the further investigation based on the previous study, the influence of substrate tem-
perature on the growth and morphology of thin perylene films deposited on gold substrates
has been studied in this work. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates,
which were coated by evaporated gold layers (thickness = 50 nm). The gold layer has a
crystal orientation in (111) plane. The vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE) was used as
a deposition technique in this work. The substrate temperature is fixed at 35 ◦C. Film
thickness and deposition rate are varied. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been per-
formed to study the film morphology including the surface roughness and the evolution
of perylene film growth. The structural properties and molecular vibrations of perylene
thin films have been studied by X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and Fourier transform in-
frared spectroscopy (FT-IR). Finally, a model for the perylene thin film growth on gold
substrates is presented.
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7.2.1 Influence of film thickness on a perylene film growth on gold
substrates
Figure 7.22 shows the surface morphology of perylene thin films. Perylene films were
deposited on top of glass substrates, which were evaporated on top of gold layers. The
deposition rate and the substrate temperature are fixed at 2 A˚/s and 35 ◦C, respectively.
Film thicknesses between 100 nm and 1000 nm were studied. Flake-liked features and
flat islands are observed in AFM images. With increasing film thickness, the surface
roughness decreases (Figure 7.23). On the other hand, the dislocation density increases
with increasing film thickness. Complete spiral features of screw dislocations within grains
can be observed only for the thickest perylene film of 1000 nm, which is different from the
case of perylene films on an Al2O3 layer. Complete spiral features of screw dislocations of
perylene films on an Al2O3 layer appear in thinner films than the case of perylene films
on Au(111). Perylene molecules start to stand perpendicular on an amorphous substrate
earlier than the ones on a metallic substrate [68]. Figure 7.24 shows the increase of the
lateral correlation length with increasing film thickness. The dislocation-assisted growth
is observed in this series.
The XRD spectrum shows the characteristic gold peak (111) (Figure 7.25). For perylene
films on gold substrates with film thickness from 100 nm to 400 nm, the only characteristic
perylene peaks are observed the (001) and (002). For thicker perylene films, the character-
istic perylene peaks of (001), (002), (003), (004), (110) and (220) are present. Figure 7.26
illustrates that the integral intensity and the maximum intensity of the thinner perylene
films (100 nm - 400 nm) are quite low. This is indicative for the low crystallinity of pery-
lene films with these film thickness. However, the integral intensity and the maximum
intensity increase significantly when film thickness increase from 700 nm to 1000 nm.
For the study of molecular vibrations by FT-IR, the measurement has been performed at
two different incident angles of 20 ◦ and 70 ◦, respectively. Subsequently, the experimental
vibrational frequencies of perylene films were compared to the calculated values, obtained
by DFT-calculations [82,83], in order to identify the vibrational modes in the experimental
results.
Table 7.1 shows infrared frequencies and assignments of perylene obtained from our ex-
periments compared to the ones from the DFT-calculation [71]. The abbreviations of
mode assignments are described in the following.
A vibration with the change in the dipole moment asymmetrical around the principle
axis of the group is defined as B. The number 1 and 2 represent the change in the dipole
moment along x or y axis in the molecular plane. Similarly, the number 3 denotes the
change in the dipole moment along z axis, perpendicular to the place that a molecule lies
on. The letter u means the change in the dipole moment in ungerade (German word for
asymmetry) with respect to a center of symmetry, which is required by the selection rule
of infrared active modes.
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Figure 7.22: AFM images of perylene films. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass
substrates,which were evaporated on top of gold layers. The deposition rate and
the substrate temperature are fixed at 2 A˚/s and 35 ◦C, respectively. The film
thickness are varied from 100 nm to 1000 nm. The scan size is 10 µm × 10 µm.
The color-height-scale corresponds to 300 nm. The inset of each AFM image
represents the contrast enhanced AFM images with the image size of 2.5 µm ×
2.5 µm.
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Figure 7.23: Root mean square roughness and dislocation density of perylene films as a func-
tion of film thickness. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates,
which were evaporated on top of gold layers. The deposition rate and the sub-
strate temperature are fixed at 2 A˚/s and 35 ◦C, respectively.
Figure 7.24: Lateral correlation length of perylene films as a function of film thickness. Pery-
lene films were deposited on top of glass substrates, which were evaporated on
top of gold layers. The deposition rate and the substrate temperature are fixed
at 2 A˚/s and 35 ◦C, respectively.
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Figure 7.25: XRD spectrum of perylene films. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass
substrates, which were evaporated on top of gold layers. The film thickness is var-
ied from 100 nm to 1000 nm. The deposition rate and the substrate temperature
are fixed at 2 A˚/s and 35 ◦C, respectively.
Table 7.1: Infrared frequencies and assignments of perylene obtained from our experiments
compared to the ones from the DFT-calculations [71].
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Figure 7.26: Integral intensity and maximum intensity of perylene films as a function of film
thickness. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates, which were
evaporated on top of gold layers. The deposition rate and the substrate temper-
ature are fixed at 2 A˚/s and 35 ◦C, respectively.
Figure 7.27 shows an example of an FT-IR spectrum, obtained from a perylene film,
deposited on top of a gold substrate. If we now consider the out-of-plane (OP) vibrations
of B3U modes (Figure 7.28), for thinner perylene films (200 nm - 400 nm), the IR integral
intensity increases with increasing incident angle. Note that the FT-IR spectrum of the
thinnest film (100 nm) is poor; hence, one cannot extract IR integral intensity from this
sample. On the other hand, for thicker films (700 nm - 1000 nm), the IR integral intensity
decrease with increasing incident angle for these modes.
Figure 7.29 illustrates the in-plane (IP) vibrations of B1U modes. The IR integral intensity
increases with increasing incident angle for all the perylene films. The other mode of the
in-plane vibrations, B2U modes (Figure 7.30, show that in case of thinner perylene films
(200 nm - 400 nm), with increasing incident angle, the IR integral intensity also increases.
Contrary, for thicker films (700 nm - 1000 nm), the IR integral intensity decreases with
increasing incident angle.
If we assume a simple model of two perylene molecules (molecule A and molecule B),
arranged perpendicularly to each other on a substrate surface (Figure 7.31). The red
arrow denotes p-polarization of an incident beam. The incident beam with the incident
angle of θ is perpendicular to the propagating direction and lies in the incident plane. S-
polarization is represented as a green dot, which is perpendicular to both the propagating
direction and the incident plane. The x and y molecular axis are defined as the in-plane
of a molecule and the z molecular axis as the out-of-plane of a molecule.
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Figure 7.27: An example of FT-IR spectrum of perylene films (1000 nm). Perylene films were
deposited on top of glass substrates, which were evaporated on top of gold layers.
The deposition rate and the substrate temperature are fixed at 2 A˚/s and 35 ◦C,
respectively. The FT-IR measurement was performed at the incident angle of 70
◦.
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Figure 7.28: Ratio of integral intensity of B3U vibrational modes of perylene films, obtained
from FT-IR measurement with increasing incident angle as a function of film
thickness. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates, which were
evaporated on top of gold layers. The deposition rate and the substrate temper-
ature are fixed at 2 A˚/s and 35 ◦C, respectively.
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Figure 7.29: Ratio of the integral intensity of B1U vibrational modes of perylene films, ob-
tained from FT-IR measurement with increasing incident angle as a function of
film thickness. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates, which
were evaporated on top of gold layers. The deposition rate and the substrate
temperature are fixed at 2 A˚/s and 35 ◦C, respectively.
Figure 7.30: Ratio of the integral intensity of B2U vibrational modes of perylene films, ob-
tained from FT-IR measurement with increasing incident angle as a function of
film thickness. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates, which
were evaporated on top of gold layers. The deposition rate and the substrate
temperature are fixed at 2 A˚/s and 35 ◦C, respectively.
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Figure 7.31: A simple model of two perylene molecules (molecule A and molecule B), arranged
perpendicularly to each other on the substrate surface. The maximum possible
scalar quantity of p- and s-polarized light, exposed to molecules in the in-plane
and out-of-plane of the molecules, will be considered with this simple model [71].
Regarding the FT-IR measurements, the unpolarized infrared source was employed.
Therefore, the sum of reflection spectra in p- and s-polarized light are measured. In our
simple model, the maximum possible scalar quantity of p- and s-polarized light, exposed
to molecules in the in-plane and out-of-plane of the molecules, will be considered [71].
Molecule A If the p-polarized light vector is decomposed into the molecular axis of
molecule A, the maximum possible scalar quantity of p-polarized light, exposed onto
y molecular axis (IP) and onto z molecular axis (OP), are Pmsin θ and Pmcos θ, respec-
tively. P is a scalar quantity of p-polarized light and the subscript m is the polarization
component, exposed to a molecule in a herring-bone crystal in case of perylene film since
the angle between molecules within a herring-bone crystal is not perpendicular as assumed
in the model. θ is the angle of incidence.
For the s-polarized light, the maximum possible scalar quantity of s-polarized light, ex-
posed to the molecular x-axis of molecule A, equals Sm. S is the scalar quantity of
s-polarized light.
Molecule B The same vector decomposition of p-polarized light and s-polarized light
components has been calculated for molecule B. The maximum possible scalar quantity
of p-polarized light, exposed onto x(IP) and y(IP) molecular axis of molecule B are Smcos θ
and Pmsin θ, respectively.
For the s-polarized light, the maximum scalar quantity of s-polarized light, exposed to z
molecular axis of molecule B, equals Sm.
Table 7.2 shows the maximum possible scalar quantity of p- and s-polarized light compo-
nents, exposed onto molecule A and molecule B for each molecular plane. Subsequently,
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Table 7.2: Maximum possible scalar quantity of p- and s-polarized light components for each
molecular plane of two perpendicular molecules.
the expected tendency of ratios of the IR integral intensity, calculated from different
incident angles of FT-IR measurements is listed in Table 7.3.
Regarding to Figure 7.28, Figure 7.29 and Figure 7.30, the correlation between molec-
ular vibrations (FT-IR) and the structural properties (XRD) of perylene films on gold
substrates with increasing film thickness can be explained as followings:
1. OP vibrations
• B3U modes:
(i) For thinner perylene films (200 nm - 400 nm), the ratio of IR integral
intensity, obtained from different angles of incidence (I20◦/I70◦), is less than
1. This implies that the molecular orientation is not quite perpendicular
to the substrate surface.
(ii) On the other hand, for thicker perylene films (700 nm - 1000 nm), I20◦/I70◦
is more than 1. The molecular orientation is mainly perpendicular to the
substrate surfaces.
2. IP vibrations
• B1U modes:
Table 7.3: Expected tendency of ratios of the IR integral intensity, calculated from different
incident angles of FT-IR measurements.
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Figure 7.32: A simple model of perylene film growth onto the metallic substrate, which is gold
in this study [68].
(i) I20◦/I70◦ is less than one for all perylene films. However, the ratios of the IR
integral intensity of thicker films (700 nm - 1000 nm) are higher than the
ones of thinner films. In-plane molecular orientations are more random in
thinner perylene films than in thicker perylene films.
• B2U modes:
(i) For thinner perylene films (200 nm - 400 nm), I20◦/I70◦ is less than 1. In-
plane molecular orientations are more random in thinner films than in
thicker films.
(ii) For thicker perylene films (700 nm - 1000 nm), I20◦/I70◦ is more than 1.
In-plane molecular orientations are higher texture than in thinner films.
In case of a metallic substrate, such as Au(111), employed in this study, the molecule-
substrate interaction is stronger than the molecule-molecule interaction at the start of thin
film growth. Hence, the molecule-substrate interaction is dominant at the early stage of
organic thin film growth. Molecules will be adsorbed in a lying geometry (Figure 7.32,
i.e. the molecular plane is parallel to the substrate surface [57,75,84]. After a certain film
thickness, in which the influence of molecule-substrate interation is not dominant anymore
due to the full coverage of the perylene thin film onto the substrate, perylene molecules
will stand almost perpendicular to the substrate in (001) direction, as observable by the
XRD. The experimental results obtained from XRD and FT-IR show a good agreement
of the correlation between molecular vibrations (FT-IR) and structural properties (XRD)
of perylene films on gold substrates with increasing film thickness.
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Figure 7.33: AFM images of perylene films. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass
substrates, which were evaporated on top of gold layers. The deposition rates
of perylene films are varied from 2 A˚/s to 10 A˚/s. The film thickness and the
substrate temperature are fixed at 1000 nm and 35 ◦C, respectively. The scan
size is 10 µm × 10 µm. The color-height-scale corresponds to 300 nm. The
inset of each AFM image represents contrast enhanced AFM images, which show
evidences of screw dislocations in perylene films. The image size of each inset is
2.5 µm × 2.5 µm.
7.2.2 Influence of deposition rate on perylene film growth on gold
substrates
Figure 7.33 shows the surface morphology of perylene thin films, which were deposited at
different deposition rates from 2 A˚/s to 10 A˚/s at the constant substrate temperature of
35 ◦C. The perylene film thickness is fixed at 1000 nm. Gold substrates were prepared as
the previous series. The grain shape and the grain size are not much different for perylene
films, deposited at 2 A˚/s, 5 A˚/s and 7 A˚/s. But for the perylene film, deposited at the
highest deposition rate, the grain shape and the grain size look different. Also, the root
mean square roughness of the perylene film at the highest deposition rate, is the highest
one(Figure 7.34).
The characteristic gold peak (111) is shown in the XRD spectrum (Figure 7.35. The
characteristic perylene peaks of (001), (002), (003), (004), (110) and (220) are observed.
The perylene films, deposited at the deposition rates of 2 A˚/s, 5 A˚/s and 7 A˚/s. At the
highest deposition rate (10 A˚/s), the new characteristic perylene peaks of (110) and (220)
appears, which have never been observed in perylene thin film growth in our study before.
The crystallinity increases with decreasing deposition rates as represented in Figure 7.36.
Figure 7.37 shows that in the OP vibrations of B3U modes, the IR integral intensity
decreases with increasing incident angles (I20◦/I70◦ > 1). It implies that perylene molecular
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Figure 7.34: Root mean square roughness of perylene films as a function of deposition rate.
Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates, which were evaporated
on top of gold layers. The film thickness and the substrate temperature are fixed
at 1000 nm and 35 ◦C, respectively.
Figure 7.35: XRD spectrum of perylene films. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass
substrates, which were evaporated on top of gold layers. The deposition rates
of perylene films are varied from 2 A˚/s to 10 A˚/s. The film thickness and the
substrate temperature are fixed at 1000 nm and 35 ◦C, respectively.
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Figure 7.36: Integral intensity and maximum intensity of perylene films as a function of de-
position rate. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates, which
were evaporated on top of gold layers. The film thickness and the substrate
temperature are fixed at 1000 nm and 35 ◦C, respectively.
orientations arrange mainly perpendicular to the substrate surface as described in the
previous section.
The experimental results for IP vibrations of B1U modes illustrate that the IR integral
intensity increases with increasing incident angles (I20◦/I70◦ < 1) as shown in Figure 7.38.
The IP crystal orientation in the x molecular axis arranges nicely within perylene films.
Figure 7.39 illustrates an interesting results for IP vibrations of B2U modes that at the
deposition rates of 2 A˚/s, 5 A˚/s and 7 A˚/s, the IR integral intensity decreases with
increasing incident angle (I20◦/I70◦ > 1). With regard to the proposed model, this shows
the better IP molecular orientation of these films in comparison with the perylene film,
which was deposited at the highest deposition rate. This is consistent with the XRD
results that these perylene films have higher texture than the film deposited at the highest
deposition rate.
On the other hand, in the B2U modes of the perylene film deposited at the deposition
rate of 10 A˚/s (denoted in the ellipse in Figure 7.39), the IR integral intensity increases
with increasing incident angles (I20◦/I70◦ < 1). This might imply an evidence of molecular
vibrations, responsed from crystal orientations of (110) and (220) in the B2U modes.
Because in the XRD spectrum of the perylene film deposited at the highest deposition
rate, the peak intensity of (110) and (220) show stronger intensity, compared with the
other perylene films, which were deposited at lower deposition rates.
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Figure 7.37: Ratio of integral intensity of B3U vibrational modes of perylene films, obtained
from FT-IR measurement with increasing incident angles as a function of depo-
sition rate. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates, which were
evaporated on top of gold layers. The film thickness and the substrate tempera-
ture are fixed at 1000 nm and 35 ◦C, respectively.
Figure 7.38: Ratio of integral intensity of B1U vibrational modes of perylene films, obtained
from FT-IR measurement with increasing incident angles as a function of depo-
sition rate. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates, which were
evaporated on top of gold layers. The film thickness and the substrate tempera-
ture are fixed at 1000 nm and 35 ◦C, respectively.
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Figure 7.39: Ratio of integral intensity of B2U vibrational modes of perylene films, obtained
from FT-IR measurement with increasing incident angles as a function of depo-
sition rate. Perylene films were deposited on top of glass substrates, which were
evaporated on top of gold layers. The film thickness and the substrate tempera-
ture are fixed at 1000 nm and 35 ◦C, respectively.
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8 Influence of deposition parameters on
α-NPD thin film growth
8.1 Influence of chamber pressure and deposition rate on
α-NPD films
To tailor the structure and morphology of organic films for Organic Light Emitting Devices
(OLEDs), an understanding of the influence of deposition parameters, which allows us
to control these film properties, is important. We have studied the surface morphology
of N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(1-naphthyl)-1-1’biphenyl-4,4”diamine (α-NPD) films on silicon
substrates by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and X-Ray Reflectometry (XRR). Since
the organic films in this study are prepared by Organic Vapor Phase Deposition (OVPD),
one parameter influencing the film growth, is pressure. On the other hand, the chamber
pressure is not essential for the film growth in the vacuum thermal deposition (VTE).
A remarkable dependence of film roughness on the chamber pressure and the deposition
rate has been observed. A model to account for this behaviour will be presented.
Figure 8.1 shows the surface morphology of α-NPD films. The α-NPD films are deposited
on top of silicon substrates by the OVPD. The film thickness is 50 nm. The substrate
temperature is fixed at 5 ◦C. Chamber pressures and deposition rates are varied from 0.60
mbar to 1.80 mbar, and from 2 A˚/s to 17 A˚/s, respectively. The X-ray diffraction was
employed to ensure that the α-NPD films have an amorphous structure.
A remarkable change of surface morphology is observed. At the lowest chamber pressure
(0.60 mbar), the surface roughness is nearly independent from deposition rates. On the
other hand, when the chamber pressures increase from 0.90 mbar to 1.80 mbar, the surface
roughness increases rapidly with the increases of deposition rates. With increasing the
chamber pressures, the films become rougher at lower deposition rates.
A lateral correlation length gives us some information about the lateral structure size
of α-NPD films. At the chamber pressure of 0.60 mbar, it does not change when the
deposition rates increase. On the other hand, at the higher chamber pressure (0.90 mbar
- 1.80 mbar), the lateral correlation length increases with increasing the deposition rates.
This is in agreement with the change of surface roughness.
Afterwards, the influence of substrate temperatures has been investigated. Figure 8.3
shows the surface morphology and the lateral correlation length of α-NPD films on top
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Figure 8.1: AFM images of α-NPD films on top of silicon substrates.The substrate temperature
is fixed at 5 ◦C. The scan size is 5 µm × 5 µm. The color-height-scale corresponds
to 5 nm.
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Figure 8.2: Root mean square roughness and lateral correlation lengths of α-NPD films on top
of silicon substrates as a function of chamber pressure and deposition rate. The
substrate temperature is fixed at 5 ◦C.
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Figure 8.3: AFM images of α-NPD films on top of silicon substrates.The substrate temperature
is fixed at 45 ◦C. The scan size is 5 µm × 5 µm. The color-height-scale corresponds
to 5 nm.
of silicon substrates. Substrates were heated up to 45 ◦C. The chamber pressures and
the deposition rates are varied in the same range as the previous experiment (from 0.60
mbar to 1.80 mbar and from 2 A˚/s to 17 A˚/s. The surface roughness shows the same ten-
dency. When we increase the chamber pressure, the films become rougher with increasing
deposition rates. Since the substrate temperature is higher, hence, the surface diffusion
is more pronounced. The region, where the films are rough, moves to the right bottom
corner, in comparison with the previous experiment. The root mean square roughness,
obtained from AFM measurements, are much smaller than the films, deposited at 5 ◦C
(Figure 8.4).
At the lowest chamber pressure (0.60 mbar), the deposition rates do not influence the
lateral correlation lengths of α-NPD films. The values are nearly constant within an error
bar of 10 nm. With increasing chamber pressure, the lateral correlation length shows the
same tendency as in the previous experiment but the values are smaller.
The film density of α-NPD films were determined by XRR. All the α-NPD films have a
constant film density of 1.16±0.02 g/cm3. The film thickness is approximately 50 nm.
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Figure 8.4: Root mean square roughness and lateral correlation lengths of α-NPD films on top
of silicon substrates as a function of chamber pressure and deposition rate. The
substrate temperature is fixed at 45 ◦C.
The surface roughness, obtained from XRR, also shows the same tendency as the data,
obtained from AFM. Figure 8.5 shows an example of an XRR spectrum.
To determine the film density, generally, in case of an inorganic thin film, the film density
can be determined by considering a position of a total reflection edge, which is typically
higher than the substrate density. On the other hand, an organic thin film has a lower
density than a typical substrate. For this particular scenario, two critical angles can be
observed. The first critical angle, displayed as a small dip (the inset in the Figure 8.5),
is related to an air/organic film interface. It represents the organic film density. On the
other hand, the density of the substrate is determined by the second critical angle or the
main total reflection edge in the XRR spectrum.
At the low substrate temperature (5 ◦C), the roughening of the surface morphology at
high deposition rates and high chamber pressures is affected by the kinetics of the thin
film growth mechanism. According to the amorphous thin film growth model [43, 51],
when molecules arrive at the surface, they deflect perpendicularly at the tip on the sur-
face because of the interatomic attraction. The preferable binding areas of the arriving
molecules are normally at positive curvatures or tips on substrate surfaces. Therefore, the
inhomogeneous molecular concentration of as-deposited molecules at positive curvatures
and negative curvatures occurs. The equilibration of the molecular concentration takes
place via surface diffusion. This leads to the inclination of the surface, resulting in a
smooth surface.
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Figure 8.5: An example of XRR spectrum of the α-NPD films deposited at the low substrate
temperature and low chamber pressure. The inset shows the first critical angle,
which determines the organic film density.
In our case, the substrate temperature is low. The surface diffusion is suppressed. More-
over, at the high deposition rates, the equilibration of the molecular concentration are
difficult because the diffusion time is insufficient since the molecular flux is high [11,24,76].
At the high chamber pressures, the nucleation of molecules in the gas phase is plausible
since the number of intermolecular collisions increase [78]. This is supported by evidence
of molecular agglomeration, represented as white clusters in the AFM topography. This
leads to the large structure size and the surface roughening of the film morphology which
is shown as an increase of the lateral correlation length and the surface roughness with
increasing chamber pressure and deposition rate.
As mentioned previously, due to the low substrate temperature (5 ◦C) of the first series,
arriving organic molecules physisorb onto silicon surfaces and cannot diffuse over long
distances on the surface. The surface diffusion is suppressed, as can be seen from the
temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient, given by the following equation:
D = D0 exp
−EA
RT (8.1)
where, D is the diffusion coefficient, D0 is the maximum diffusion coefficient at an infi-
nite temperature, EA is the activation energy for diffusion, T is the temperature or the
substrate temperature in this case and R is the gas constant [11]. Upon increasing the
substrate temperature to 45 ◦C, the surface diffusion is more effective and arriving or-
ganic molecules diffuse easily on silicon surfaces. Due to this effective surface diffusion,
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Figure 8.6: AFM images of α-NPD films on top of silicon substrates with increasing film thick-
ness. The substrate temperatures are fixed at 5 ◦C and 65 ◦C. The scan size is 5
µm × 5 µm. The color-height-scale corresponds to 5 nm.
the roughening of surface morphology and the increase of structure sizes as compared
with the lower substrate temperature. This leads to the shift of the area with rough
morphology to the right bottom corner.
8.1.1 Evolution of surface roughness with increasing film thickness
To understand the remarkable change of the lateral correlation length in α-NPD thin films,
the early stage of α-NPD thin film growth has been studied. An additional experiment
of an evolution of surface roughness with increasing film thickness has been performed.
Figure 8.6 shows the evolution of the surface morphology of α-NPD thin films with in-
creasing film thickness. At the low substrate temperature (5 ◦C), the surface diffusion is
suppressed. Arriving molecules prefer to stick at positions nearby an area reached at the
time of arrival. But they cannot form large droplets due to the suppression of surface
diffusion. Impinging molecules with the low mobility on the substrate surface are incor-
porated into the small existing nuclei and the film becomes more rapidly fully wetting
in comparison with the films deposited at the high substrate temperature (65 ◦C). The
saturation regime of surface roughness at the low substrate temperature is reached faster
than at the high substrate temperature as shown in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Root mean square roughness of the α-NPD films on top of silicon substrates with
increasing film thickness as a function film thickness. The substrate temperatures
are fixed at 5 ◦C and 65 ◦C.
At the high substrate temperature, molecules tend to agglomerate together and form
isolated clusters. While at the low substrate temperature, molecules form interconnected
clusters over the substrate surface. Since the surface diffusion is favorable at the high
substrate temperature, hence, the arriving molecules with a high mobility can travel
easily on the substrate surface and form large droplets for the thinnest film (2 nm),
which the film is not fully wetting. This is indicative that the arriving molecules are
energetically favorable to non-wetting on the substrate surface. These large droplets are
isolated from each other and the height is large, which represents the tip of the high
molecular concentration at the top of the droplet. Afterwards, for the α-NPD film with a
thickness of 5 nm, more arriving molecules are deposited onto the surface and the droplets
coalesce to each other. Once the droplets are connected by coalescence, the equilibration
of the molecular concentration from the tip to the film surface will occur. This leads to
the smoothening of surface roughness. Upon further increasing the film thickness, the
channels fill and shrink, leaving isolated voids behind, which leads to an increase of the
correlation length.
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8.2 Temperature dependence of an α-NPD thin film
growth by the VTE
Both substrate temperatures during deposition and deposition rates are important depo-
sition parameters, which have a pronounced influence on the morphology and the related
properties of an amorphous organic layer, including subsequently device performances of
OLEDs. We have studied the morphology and the structural properties of N,N-diphenyl-
N,N-bis(1-naphthyl)-1-1’biphenyl-4-4” diamine (α-NPD) films on silicon substrates by
atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray reflectometry (XRR) and contact angle measure-
ments. The α-NPD thin films were deposited by the vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE).
A quantitative analysis of the AFM images has been performed to derive the surface
roughness and the lateral correlation length. The film density and the surface roughness
have been analyzed from XRR spectra. In addition, the surface free energy of α-NPD has
been calculated from the contact angle in order to understand the wetting behaviour of
α-NPD on a silicon surface. From the data obtained, the evolution of α-NPD thin film
growth with the temperature dependence will be explained.
The surface morphology of α-NPD thin films is shown in Figure 8.8. The film thickness
is 50 nm. The α-NPD thin films were deposited on a silicon substrate with a native SiO2
layer at different substrate temperatures (-45 ◦C, 25 ◦C and 65 ◦C). The deposition rates
are varied from 0.5 A˚/s to 10 A˚/s). At the lowest substrate temperature (-45 ◦C), the
surface roughness increases with increasing deposition rates because there are small white
clusters on the film surface (Figure 8.9).
At the substrate temperature of 25 ◦C, the surface roughness is nearly independent of
deposition rates. On the other hand, at the high substrate temperature (65 ◦C), the sur-
face roughness decreases with increasing deposition rates. The lateral correlation length
increases with increasing substrate temperatures (Figure 8.10). The film density, deter-
mined by XRR, is 1.17 ± 0.05 g/cm3.
To understand the early stage of α-NPD thin film growth, the contact angle measurement
was employed to predict the wetting behaviour of α-NPD molecule on a substrate. The
contact angle depends on an interplay of the interfacial energy between an air/liquid
interface, an air/surface interface and a surface/liquid interface. Afterwards, the surface
free energy can be extracted from the contact angle. By comparing the surface free
energy of the molecular film and the bare substrate with the adhesion energies of the
molecule/substrate and the molecule/molecule, the wetting behaviour of the deposited
material can be estimated. The surface free energy consists of the polar and the dispersive
parts, which are determined by the Owens-Wendt-Rabel-Kaelble or OWRK method.
The surface free energy of silicon substrates was obtained from the work of P. Schulz [69].
To determine the surface free energy of α-NPD films, contact angle measurements for 50
nm thick α-NPD films have been performed. Three different testing liquids, namely ethy-
lene glycol, glycerol and de-ionised water, were used for the contact angle measurements
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Figure 8.8: AFM images of α-NPD films on top of silicon substrates with increasing substrate
temperature and deposition rate. The scan size is 5 µm × 5 µm. The color-height-
scale corresponds to 5 nm.
of α-NPD films because they do not react with the organic film. The total surface free
energy of α-NPD films is 28.1 mN/m±0.3 mN/m, which is the sum of the dispersive part
(27.3 mN/m±0.2 mN/m) and the polar part (0.8 mN/m±0.2 mN/m). An insertion of
Dupre’s relation (Equation 2.1) into the Bauer’s criterion (Equation 2.6) yields an ex-
pression of ∆γ, which depends on the surface free energy of the α-NPD film (γf ) and the
adhesion energy (β).
∆γ = 2γf − β (8.2)
The adhesion can be calculated from the components of the surface free energies of the
participating surfaces by
β = 2
(√
γdfγ
d
s +
√
γpfγ
p
s
)
(8.3)
where γdf and γ
d
s are the dispersive part of the surface free energy of the film and the
substrate, respectively. γpf and γ
p
s are the polar part of the surface free energy of the film
and the substrate. In our case, the adhesion energy of the α-NPD film is
β = 49.5mN/m± 3.2mN/m (8.4)
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Figure 8.9: Root mean square roughness of α-NPD films on top of silicon substrates with
increasing substrate temperature and deposition rate.
resulting in
∆γ = 6.7mN/m± 3.3mN/m, (8.5)
Since the obtained value of Bauer’s criterion is positive, therefore, the film growth in the
early stages is expected to show non-wetting behaviour. The α-NPD thin-film, deposited
at high substrate temperatures with the film thickness of 50 nm, is expected to exhibit a
non-wetting behaviour on the Si surface as well because α-NPD molecules prefer to stick
together and form three-dimensional clusters on the substrate surface [69].
At the lowest deposition rate (0.5 A˚/s), the surface diffusion time is sufficient. Hence,
surface diffusion plays an important role with increasing substrate temperature. As men-
tioned previously, in the early stage of growth, arriving molecules are expected to form
three-dimensional clusters. With regard to the previous study of the early stage of growth,
the surface morphology is in agreement with the non-wetting behaviour, predicted by the
contact angle measurement. The remarkable changes of surface morphology with increas-
ing substrate temperatures at the constant deposition rate show the same tendency as
the α-NPD thin films, deposited by the OVPD.
The further study of the non-wetting behaviour of α-NPD thin films (thickness = 50
nm) on silicon substrates at different substrate temperatures has been performed. Figure
8.11 shows the surface morphology of α-NPD thin films, deposited at different substrate
temperatures upto 105 ◦C. The deposition rate was fixed at 2 A˚/s. The surface roughness
and the lateral correlation length increase with increasing substrate temperature as shown
in Figure 8.12. At the highest substrate temperature (105 ◦C), the α-NPD thin film
presents the non-wetting behaviour on the silicon substrate. Theoretically, at a high
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Figure 8.10: Lateral correlation length of α-NPD films on top of silicon substrates with in-
creasing substrate temperature and deposition rate.
substrate temperature, the surface diffusion is more pronounced, molecules is supposed to
form two-dimensional clusters (or wet the substrate surface). On the other hand in this
case, due to the positive Bauer’s criterion value of α-NPD, which implies the non-wetting
of α-NPD on the silicon substrate, α-NPD molecules prefer to form three-dimensional
clusters, which is non-wetting on the substrate, rather than two-dimensional clusters or
wet on the substrate.
Figure 8.11: AFM images of α-NPD films on top of silicon substrates by the VTE. The depo-
sition rate is fixed at 2 A˚/s and the substrate temperature is varied. The scan
size is 5 µm × 5 µm. The color-height-scale corresponds to 5 nm.
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Figure 8.12: Root mean square roughness and the lateral correlation length of α-NPD films
on top of silicon substrates by the VTE. The deposition rate is fixed at 2 A˚/s and
the substrate temperature is varied.
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9 Summary and outlook
9.1 Temperature dependence of dislocation formation in
perylene films
The evolution of dislocation formation in perylene films with increasing film thickness
have been studied. The dislocation-assisted growth is observed. Since perylene films were
deposited at the high substrate temperature of 35 ◦C, the misfit at the film/substrate
interface occurs due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of perylene films and of
substrates. Strains were induced at a film/substrate interface. The substrate temperature
is high enough for a film relaxation; hence, the formation of dislocations at the interface
provide a chance for molecules to grow crystals. Therefore, it is not necessary for molecules
to overcome an energy barrier and crystals can grow below the critical driving force of a
layer-by-layer growth.
With increasing deposition rate, the evolution of dislocation formation in perylene films
shows that complete spiral features of screw dislocations within grains are less observable.
This implies the interplay between the dislocation-assisted growth, caused by the film
relaxation, and the nucleation growth, caused by the increase of thermodynamic driving
force due to the higher degree of supersaturation (the increase of deposition rate) [38,42,
79–81].
With decreasing substrate temperature, the feasibility of film relaxation by the formation
of dislocations at a film/substrate interface decreases. XRD results show that the mi-
crostrain increases with decreasing substrate temperature. The screw dislocation-assisted
growth is observed for perylene thin films, deposited only at high substrate temperatures
(18 ◦C and 35 ◦C).
The substrate temperature and deposition rate are important deposition parameters, in-
fluent on thermodynamic driving force in the system for thin film growth. The system
is further away from thermal equilibrium by decreasing substrate temperature and/or
increasing deposition rate. With regard to our study, the dislocation-assisted growth has
been investigated and extracted from AFM topography. However, AFM can investigate
only screw dislocations, which appears on the film surface but not in the bulk of perylene
films. In facts, within the film, it contains both screw dislocations and edge dislocations
but they cannot be observed by AFM technique. To quantify the dislocation density
of screw and edge dislocations in thin films, it is possible to calculate from XRD pro-
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files [85–88]. For further investigations, it is interesting to focus on different aspects listed
in the following.
• The evolution of microstrain and dislocation density of organic films with increasing
degree of supersaturation by changing thermodynamic driving force of the system
as substrate temperature and deposition rate.
• The influence of microstrain and dislocation density of organic films on electrical
transport properties. Because dislocations can be sites of charge recombination or
generation as a result of uncompensated dangling bonds [11].
9.2 Temperature dependence of perylene thin film
growth on gold substrates
The temperature dependence of perylene thin film growth on gold substrate has been
studied. With increasing film thickness, the surface morphology for thin perylene films,
deposited on top of gold substrates shows a remarkable change of morphology from flake-
liked features to flat islands. The dislocation-assisted growth is observed. Only in the
thickest film (1000 nm), complete spiral features of screw dislocations are shown. With
increasing deposition rate, the new crystal orientation, {110} is observed at the highest
deposition rate of 10 A˚/s.
On a metallic substrate, such as Au(111) in this case, perylene molecules lies down on the
substrate surface when the molecule-substrate interaction is dominant. With increasing
thickness, perylene molecules continue to grow in an upright orientation. We proposed a
simple model of two molecules, arranged perpendicular to each other, to explain molecular
orientation within perylene films. The investigation of out-of-plane and in-plane vibrations
with increasing incident angle provide us some information about molecular orientations
in perylene films by calculating a ratio of IR integral intensity, obtained from different
incident angle. The correlation between molecular vibrations and structural properties
has been described with our model with a good agreement [71].
An interesting investigation for the future is to determine the orientation of perylene
molecules within films by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (NEXAFS) [89]. The tilt angles
between the molecular plane and the substrate can be extracted from NEXAFS data.
This would be an additional quantitative analysis for detailed understanding of molecular
orientations of organic molecules on a metallic substrate.
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9.3 Influence of chamber pressure and deposition rate on
α-NPD film by OVPD
The influence of chamber pressure and deposition rate on the surface morphology and the
structural properties of the α-NPD thin films, deposited on silicon substrates at different
substrate temperatures, have been investigated. The film thickness and the surface rough-
ness, obtained from XRR, are in good agreement with the expected thickness and the root
mean square roughness, obtained from AFM. The surface roughness, the surface morphol-
ogy and the lateral correlation length of α-NPD films change drastically with increasing
deposition rate and chamber pressure. Upon increasing substrate temperature, the films
become smoother because of the higher surface diffusion. The α-NPD film density on the
other hand is constant within a small error bar (1.16+0.02 g/cm3).
An evolution of surface roughness with increasing film thickness shows that at a low sub-
strate temperature, arriving molecules prefer to stick at the position nearby their arrival
area. Due to the suppression of a surface diffusion, the nucleation size is small. The
smoothening of surface roughness is reached more rapidly than at a high substrate tem-
perature. On the other hand, at the high substrate temperature, molecules are energet-
ically favorable. They prefer to stick together, form a droplet and subsequently coalesce
rather than spread onto substrate surfaces. Afterwards, the equilibration of molecular
concentration occurs and results in the smoothening of surfaces [43].
The window of deposition parameters, which can produce smooth amorphous organic thin
films, has been illustrated. Since morphology can influence the efficiency of OLED; there-
fore, the correlation between film morphology and device efficiency, such as luminescence,
lifetime of devices, is needed to further investigate in the future.
9.4 Temperature dependence of α-NPD thin film growth
by VTE
The surface morphology of α-NPD thin film growth by VTE with increasing substrate
temperature shows a good agreement of non-wetting behavior of α-NPD films on silicon
substrates as predicted from the contact angle measurement [69]. The surface diffusion is
more pronounced with increasing substrate temperature, resulting in larger lateral struc-
ture sizes at low deposition rates. At high deposition rates, the lateral correlation length
decreases due to higher molecular flux. The remarkable changes of surface morphology
with increasing substrate temperature at a constant deposition rate show the same ten-
dency as in the α-NPD thin films, deposited by the OVPD.
An additional study of the non-wetting behavior of α-NPD thin films (thickness = 50 nm)
onto silicon substrates with increasing substrate temperatures confirms that at a very high
substrate temperature (105 ◦C), the α-NPD film prefer to form three-dimensional clusters,
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which is non-wetting on the substrate, rather than two-dimensional clusters or wet on the
substrate.
In our study, the surface morphology becomes rougher in two deposition conditions. The
first is at high substrate temperature and low deposition rate. The second condition is at
low substrate temperature and high deposition rate. In these two cases, the interplay of
both deposition parameters influences thermodynamic driving force in thin film growth.
Let us now consider the early stage of growth of the first case (high substrate temperature
and low deposition rate), it starts with the nucleation of three-dimensional clusters and
subsequently grows α-NPD film with large lateral correlation length and high surface
roughness. The surface roughening occurs by the nucleation of α-NPD clusters at the
early stage of growth.
In the case of low substrate temperature and high deposition rate, the morphological
instability (or kinetic instability) occurs because surface diffusion is suppressed includ-
ing insufficient surface diffusion time due to high deposition rate. With regard to the
amorphous thin film growth, proposed by Raible [43, 51], the kinetic instability happens
because the equilibration of the molecular concentration cannot takes place by surface
diffusion. This leads to the disparity of inclination of the surface, resulting in the surface
roughening. Therefore, the surface roughening in this case is caused by the morphological
instability during amorphous thin film growth.
As mentioned above, the deposition parameters affects thermodynamic driving force in
thin film growth. A systematic study of the evolution of surface roughening caused by
two different mechanisms, i.e. nucleation and kinetic instability, is important for further
investigation in the future.
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